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he high cost and poor quality o f software are often cited as the most critical
boteb~eckuin the &evelopmen?and evolution o f inform~ationtechnology.
Software reuse constitutes a relatively recenl research theme (some call it a
slogan!)which proposes to tackle these problems head-on by offering a cornbination o f concepts, n-refhodsand tools to support the process o f reusing existing sofrware components. Not surprising, software reuse has grabbed center-stage in intennational software engineering research,premising to deliver the productivity increase that will eliminate, or at least alleviate, the software crisis.

Prof. John MyiiopouBos,
from the Department of
Computer Science, University
of Toronto, underscores the
importance of Software reuse in
general, but also the important
role ERClM member organizations
can play in any technological
advance on the topic.

Un'iofiunateiy the path that will make software reuse a reality is not as clearly defined as its promised results. Program libraries, properly populated, are certainly a
step in the right direction and they are already practiced for well-understood domains such as numerical software. So is organizational support for and encouragement o f reuse, aided by rewards for code- or experience-sharing among software development teams. Object-oriented computing constitutes yet another touted path to the reuse silver bullet. Better understanding o f the process o f software
reuse, supported by appropriate tools i s another. So is research that advocates linking software reuse to design reuse in general (as in hardware or architectural design), or calls for the development o f "intelligent" AT-based methods such as casebased reasoning and case-based knowledge organization to address it.

Activities in
Software Reuse ........................7'

Despite this wealth o f diverse approaches to reuse, some themes are common.
Fundamental among them is the thesis that reuse concerns more than software code.
Designs, requirements specifications, development processes are also reusable and
can contribute as much to the legendary productivity increase as the reuse o f existing programs. Indeed, software reuse concerns ail aspects o f &e software development experience. Consequently, one can characterize the degree o f reuse in
teniis o f a channel o f communication between original developer(s)and the reuser(s).
The broader and better defined the channel, the greater the potential for reuse, and
therefore for productivity improveinents. For program libraries, for example, the
channel is well defined but narrow, since all development experience other than
coding is missing. For experience-sharing meetings between original developer and
re-user the channel is broad but ill-defined as it relies on human memory and organizational practice. A major thrust o f research on reuse is the development o f
methods and tools which broaden and sharpen this channel, by facilitating the recording o f the software development experience in all its breadth and richness and by
assisting in its selectioii and adaption. A key component o f this thrust is software
repository technology. Another is the toolset that supports particular phases o f reuse
from exploration o f a repository to selection o f relevant software components and
adaption. A third, probably most important, component is the study of the software
reuse process and the definition o f reuse methodologies that work.
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The dedication o f this issue to software reuse underscores the importance o f the
topic in general, but also the important role ERCTM member organizations can play
in any technological advance on the topic. 1 look forward to reading the issue coverto-cover!
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The ERCIM fa11 workshops, taking
place in November later this year,
will be hosted by INRI* and located
at the diflereaat lNRPA sites throughout France.
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The b u r workshops are:
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MultimodaH Human-Computer
Inatesaction
Nancy, 2-4 Noveiuber 1993
Please contact: Noelle carbonell
Tel: +33 83 59 3055
E-mail: Noetle.Carbonell@loria.fr

Development and Transformation
of Programs
Nancy, France, 2-4 November 1993
Please contact: Jeannine Souquiercs
Tel: +33 83 59 1033
E-mail: Jeanine.Souquieres@loria.fr

ParalEeBisn~and Non-determinism
in Active Database Application
Rocquencourt, 2-4 November 1993
Please contact: t6phzce Gmmbach
Tel: +33 1 3 9 63 5446
E-mail: Stephane.Grumbach@mria.fr

Stochastic Numerical Methods for
Solving PDE9s,and Applications
Sophia-Antipolis,
8-9 November 1993
Please contact: Denis Talay
Tel: +33 93 65 78 98
E-mail: Denis.taIay@sophia.mria.fr
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Workshops
in N0rway
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The ERCIM 1993 Spring Workshops
was hosted by SINTEF DELAB 26-28
May. The meetings started with half a
day visit to the SINTEF home base at
the Norwegian Institute of Technology
in Trondheim.
In his opening address, the ERCllkl President Cor Baayen, amused everyone with
a very personal intepretation of the interrelations between the Norwegian
vikings and the rest of Europe. After a
presentation of SINTEF and the Norwegian Institute of Technology, the participants were taken to the small mountain
village of Roros for the individual workshops.
All together 120 people participated in
the different workshops and meetings.
Three workshops on the following
themes were running in parallel:
Interactive Modelling, Simulation
and Visualization in Large-Scale
Scientific Computing
Modelling and Simulaiton of
Industrial Processes
Storage and Retrival of Multimedia
Information
In addit~onthe Executive Coinmmee, the
Board of Directors and the Editorial
Board had t h e ~ rmeetings. At the
Executive Committee Meetlng 28 May
a consortium of Spanish univerclties,
AEDIMA, became the 10th member to
join ERCIM.
According to the recommendations of
the Executive Committee the workshops
were organized with an emphasis on discussions in smaller working groups, and
the presentation of ongoing activities
were made in poster sessions rather than
the usual conference format.

This workshop focused on the modelling
of industrial process systems, including
both discrete manufactmring and coniinfiOUS process
""a ~ I G ~i 6LG17 12<.-
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creased awareness of the fact that although different types of models have
traditioraally been used by different engineering disciplines, new possibilities
open up if the different types of models
may be combined. The reason is that a
given type of model will only reflect a
subset of the characteristic properties of
the system. But Inany applications may
require that several different types of
characteristic properties are taken into
account. One path for improving the
models used for industrial applications
illvolves understai~dingwhich properties
are reflected by the different types of
models, and how the models may be
combined.
The workshop included presentation covering everything from models used for
software engineering purposes, to models used for shop-floor control and models describing the continuous dynamic
behaviour of chemical plants. The workshop demonstrated that the ERCIM institutes have very diverse activities in the
area of modelling of process and production systems. To a large extent, the
activities are complimentary and this implies that there are excellent opportunities for future cooperation.
The workshop concluded with a desire
to continue the discussions and improve
the relationships among the ERCIM institutes in this area. As a first step, an email list for discussion of topics relating
to modelling of process and production
systems has been established. The address to this list is
ercim-m3Qregtek.sintef.no
To be included on this e-mail list, please
send a request to
ercim-m3-request@regtek.sintef.no
Please contact: Erlinq Wsods - SBNTEF
Tel: a47 7 594364
E-mail: er!ing.woods@regtek.sinteffno

Storage and Retrieval
of Multimedia
lafarmalion
The workshop on Storage m d Retrieval
o f Multimedia Information was organized as a combination o f plenary sessions with a tutorial and 9 selected presentations, :ins?dEscw.ssio~sslin three snnaller working groups. More than 40 people
participated actively in the workshop.
The presentations covered a wide area o f
multimedia research; from user participation in developing multimedia user interfaces to techniques for storing data on
optical discs. This introductory papers
were very valuable for the discussions in
the three smaller working groups.
The topics for the groups were:
Modelling and retrieval o f multimedia information;
Synchronization and architectural issues;
User interfaces for multimedia retrieval.
Each group were asked to discuss the
state-of-the-artin the selected area, identify topics of special importance that need
further research, and to give recommendations for further cooperation In the
ERCIM community, preferably to propose possible project ideas.
The Modelling and Retrieval subgroup
discussed a number o f issues, and stated
that most o f them also are valid for nonmultimedia applications.However, multimedia gives new requirements in areas
like nOn-textualquerying langmges,
tent descriptions, temporal aspects, media
translation,and synchronization. Possible
common projects were discussed. The
most concrete idea is to make a demonstrator to be used by the Information o f ficers in ERCIM to produce and exchange
newsletters, proposals and to assist in
multimedia conferences and discussions.

I The subgroup discussing Synchroniza-

tion and Architectures concluded that it
is too early to start cooperation projects
within ERCIM. E-mail discussions will
continue in order to locate the main
problems in the area. The most important issue is to explore how to build common frameworks and models.

The User interface subgroup stressed that
this is an area that needs a multi-disciplirlary approach, and that a F&U project-team needs skilled people in disciplines like psychology, perception, film,
dramaturgy, pedagogy, etcetera in addition to informatics.When developing an
application the usage of video, sound and
anima6on should be well motivated and
directed by the users' needs.

The group identified several areas for
further R&D:
Autolnatic generation o f multimedia
urer interfaces;
a Developn~ent
o f new authoring tools;
* Evaluation o f metaphors.
Indexing o f unatructured/temporaI data.
The group did also point out the need for
a development o f a special curriculum
for the education o f multimedia architects.
All three groups reported the intention

of further informal discussions by e-mail,
and that they found the building o f personal networks extremely valuable. Until
the multimedia field gets more mature it
was proposed to keep just one multimedia interest group in ERCIM, without further subdivisions.
A majority o f the participants seemed to
agree that the ERCIM workshop should
continue to be an informal meeting-place
for exchange o f viewpoints and a forum
for discussing new ideas and cooperation, and not "just another conference".
Please contact:
lngeborg Sslvberg - S[NTEF DELAB
Tel: +477 59 29 53
E-mail:
i"geborg.solvberg@delab.simf.no

Interactive Modelling,
Sim
ion
and Visualization
in Large-scale
Scientific Computing
~

-

The main goal o f the workshop was to
bring together scientists and engineers to
exchange experience and ideas about ex-

isting and future technology and techniques which are believed to be important in the context of interactive largescale simulation of processes and phenomena in science and engineering.
The main issues are:
high-performance numerical algorithms for advanced computer architectures:
environments and tools for interactive
large-scale numerical simulation;
scientific visualization methodologies.
The workshop assembled 23 participants
from all 10 EKCIM institutes, as well as
two invited speakers from USA and
England.
The first day, in the afternoon, Kevin Fox
from Cray Research Inc. (UK) gave an
introductory speech titled "A Perspective
on Interactive Large Scale Simulation in
Science and Engineering - Limitations
and Possibilities". The rest of the day was
allocated to posters, which added to 12
presentations from 6 different member
institutions. In the morning of the following day, Prof. Suhrit Dey from
Eastern Illinois University gave an invited speech titled "A Massively Parallel
Algorithm for Large-scale Non-1inea.r
Computations with Application to Nonlinear Parabolic PDE's". The rest of the
workshop was allocated for discussions
in two groups (about half of the participants in each group). However, at the end
of each day, a plenum discussion was
conducted, with the objectives of exchanging information between the
groups.
In the following, conclusions of the
working groupt are included.
The algorithms group:
The group attempted to determine common interests, research issues and directions of future work. The discussion led
to the following conclusions and recommendations:
Emphasis should be placed on parallel
solution of differential equations and associated numerical problems, in particular systems of algebraic equations (linear and nonlinear). Applications exam-

ples should include probienns oiphysics,
engineering, elasticity, CFD, chemistry,
environmental problems, weather prediction problems and other slmi lar applications. Model problems involving the
solutioa~ol'two or three dimensional
PDE's should be considered as thcre is a
lot to be learned horn solving such problems.

exthe theoretical study with eexie~~sive
perilmenlation.

Powerful techniques in interactive visualization are expected to play a key role
in several aspects of the development,
the study and the efficiency of parallel
algorithms. Examples of interest include
interactive visualizatio~lfor the geometric aspects of the computatio~~
(e.g. grid
generation
and
mesh
adaptation),
the
Two directions are considered m~nportant
postprocessing
and
presentation
of
refor these applications: thc development
sults,
and
the
visualization
of
the
beof new parallel algorithms, and the parhaviour of algorithms based on moniallellrat~onof ex~stingalgorithms.
toring tools and measurements.
Research and development in both diThe tools & visualization group
rections should examinc the issues of
scalability and porkability and should emphasize techniques involving domain de- This group also attempted to determine
composition, partition and allocation, research issues and directions of future
grid partitioning and dala transposition. work. The discussion led to the followLocal refinement techniques and adap- ing:
tivity are particular new and important
fields to be examined and developed in A number of common visualization techniques are being demanded:
parallel computing.
1. Intelligent probing: current probing
In order to study the bchaviour and pertechniques are not satisfactory as they
formance of parallel algorithms it is neccan not provide sufficient informatioil
essary to improve on paradigms or modof the ongoing simulation. This is due
els of parallel computation and combine
to the decoupling of the visualization
data types with the application data
types. New techniques need to be
provided which allow:
- information extraction: high-ievei
information to be extracted from the
ongoing simulation and/or the resulting simulation database.
- the "physical" meaning of underlying phenomena to be visualized.

2. History matching: new techniques
must be found which allow matching
of visualization on perturbated simulation parameters.
3. Computational steering: current visualization techniques are based on
post-processing results of a simulation. If direct interaction with an ongoing simulation is to be achieved,
then novel techniques for:
- navigation through spatial domains
- monitoring of various simulation
processes need to be studied.

-

Please contact: Karstein Sorli SINTEF
Tel: +47 7 596854
E-mail: soerli@sima.sintef.no

Photos: Lars Berman (SISU), Truls
Gjestland (SINTEF DELAB) and
Helena du Toit (ERCIM)

SME that would be interested in attending, please contact the address below or
your local Symposium Steering
Committee member.

Two electronic mailing-listshave just
been set up at ERCIMvscentral office located at SNRPA.

Transfer
Symposium
at waa,
Abingtan, UK,
10 -12 November 1993

This is a public unmoderated madinglist aiming at exchanging lnfonnation
on activities organised by ERCIM.
Items would include actmities such ac
workshops, advanced courses, symposia, conferences which would be of
interest to the ERCIM members. If
enough interest is shown, specialised
sub-lists will be set up. If suffic~ent
number of people subscribe, this list
might be replaced by a public internet
newsgroup in the future.
If you want to be added to this mailinglist, just send a mesrage containing the
sentence "I want to subscribe to
Ercim.activitley" 2nd your e-mai! address (internet or X.400) to:

Please do NOT send subscription requests directly to Ercim.activities.

Scientists who would like to receive information about the ERCIM Fellowship
Programme can now send their e-mail
messages directly to this address.
Messages will be read by the ERCIM
staff in charge on managing the fellowship programme.

-

Please contact: Helena du Toit INRIA
Tel: +33 1 39 63 54 01
E-mail: helena.dutoit@inria.fr

w

E R C I M is organisiwg a series of
Technology Transfer Symposia and the
first of these - "Affordable Parallel
Processing for Industry and
Commerce" - is being hosted and organised by RAL under the direction of
a Steering Gaammittee drawn from the
ERCIM member Institutes, Besides introducing European SMEs to Parallel
Processing, the Symposium is seen as
a foundation on which ERCPM can
build a reputation for expertise and introduce itself to, and form relationships
with, European SMEs.

The programme for this event will cover
such topics as hardware issues, software
issues, 110 intensive applications, realtime systems and fault tolerant systems.
These issues will be addressed by acknowledged authorities in these domains,
mostly staff from ERCIM institutes, underlining ERCIM's expertise in this area.
The programme will include a series of
industrial case studies, several of which
were developed with ERCIM partner involvement, to highlight not only the diversity of applications already being addressed, but also the commercial advantages or moving to Parallel Processing.
The programme will go on to consider
trends, both current and in the future, in
the further development of this technology and will include a visit to RAL where
various Parallel Processing systems ranging from simple transputer systems to a
Cray YMP will be seen in use.
This Symposium is NOT generally open
to ERCIM staff; if however you would
like further information or know of an

Coinm~tteemembers : K Bratbergsengen
(SINTEF), J Delgado (INESC), 'MI Jalby
(INRIA), E Hagersten (SICS), D
Laforen~a(CNR), C Wikolaou (FORTH),
W te Wiele (CWI), 1B Steckel (GMD), M
%idlero(AEDIMA).
81
Please contact:

Terry Mawby - Symposium Steering
Committee Secretary - RAL
Fax: +44 235 44 5385
E-mail: tpm@inf.rl.ac.uk
or: Mike Jane RAL.
Fax944235445893
E-mail: mrj@rl.ac.uk

-

The 1993-1994
ERCIM
Fellowship
Programme
After publication of the call for applicants, 100 applications from the international scientific community were received
at the ERCIM Bureau for the 9 possible
positions to b e filled. T h e Selection
Meeting was held in April and retained
the 9 best applicants. At the present stage,
allocations are not completely set. The
names of the fellows, their field of research, the host institutions and the dates
of the stays will be published in the next
issue of this newsletter.

w
Please contact:
Annick Theis-Viemont - INRIA
Tel: +33 1 39 63 53 78
E-mail: Annick Theis-Viemont@inria.fr
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gh Per ormanee
Compu ng and Ne
Prof. Bob
Hspgood,
RAL,
Chairman sf
the ERCBM
EWCBM view ofthe conclus~onswas ImE x ~ c M ~ ~ wportant.
~
Since October, experts from the
Committee.
EiRClM msldutes have worked to produce
(Photo: RAL)
their own view of the Workmg Party's

conclu\~oncand thece have been pubI ~ s h e da \ an ERCIM Report entltled
ERCIM Cornmenls on Hlgk $erfommce
Computing and Networking

by Bob Hopgsod

ERClM supported the main conclusions
of the Rubbia Report, namely:

The Commission set up a Working
Party chaired by Professor Rnbbia to
consider what should be done in Europe in the area of High Performance
Computing (HPC). The Working Party
was mainly a reaction to the USA9§
Federal Programme High Performance Computing and the National
Research and Education Network
(HPCC). The US project's aim was to
maintain the USA's position in high
performance computing.

1. The strategic importance of parallel
computing.

2. The strength of European research in
parallel computing.
3. The poor record Europe has of turning research results into products.
4. The need for a high speed networking infrastructure.

Having said that, ERCIM had considerable misgivings concerning the proposed
programme based on these conclusions.
The Report of the High Performance In particular:
Computing and Networking Advisory 1. The intimate linking of High PerforCommittee (often called the Rubbia remance Computing and High Perforport) was published in October 1992. It
mance Networking was not felt to be
proposed a large programme aimed at esjustified. High performance commutablishing a European industrial and scinication is needed by a whole range
entific lead in the combined area of High
of applications and High Performance
Performance Computing and NetworkComputing is not necessarily the
ing.
most demanding or the most iinportant.
As a result of the Rubbia Report, in the
2. The Rubbia Report break downs apworking paper on the Fourth Framework
plications into simulation and design,
Programme (1994- 1998), the Commisinformation management, and emsion has proposed a core thematic area
bedded systems. The breakdown
entitled High Performance Computing
seems artificial. The first two are intiand Networking, the aim of which is to
mately related whlle the third is clearenable a broad category of users to benly inappropriate for an NPCN project.
efit from the new prospects offered by
3.
The management structure proposed
high performance computing and netwas
effectively a carry-on from the
working.
existing structures used by ESPRIT. In
its Strategic Research, a Major Focus
The areas addressed by the Rubbia Refor the Fourth Framework Proport are sufficiently important that an

gramme, ERCIM has already indicatcd a number of problems with the existing structures. There seems no
good justification for carrying these
forward to the next generation of projects. For example, integration of
end-users into projects and the unavailability of assessments from projects outside the consortium were two
areas of concern.
Rather than just being negative, ERCIM
believes an alternative strategy is possible which will achieve the aims of the
Rubbia report more effectively than the
proposed programme. The main points
of the ERCIM proposal are:

1. High Performance Networking
should be separated from HPC. It
should be independent and available
to all new initiatives and baser! oa a
broader base of applications.
2. An HPC initiative should concentrate
solely on those activities of benefit to
Europe and its industry that require
centralised high performance computing, rather than attempting to cover
the whole area of parallel processing.

3. A separate initiative aimed at the use
of Affordable Parallel Processing
should be started. It should provide a
generic environment aimed a t an industrial sector of prime importance to
Europe. This would be preferable to
attempting to cover the whole area sf
parallel processing in a single initiative.
Copies of the ERCIM Report can be obtained by writing to the ERCIM Office at
Rocquencourt.
El
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Please contact: Bob Hopgood WAL
Tel: +44 235 44 6822
Fax: 4-44 235 44 5385
E-mail: frah@uk.ac.rl.inf

ware Reuse: Ac
he ERCIM lnsti
!
Dr. Hans
Vossq GMD
(Photo:
MBwch9GMD)

Same twenty papers presented at the
Workshop on "Methods and Tools for
Software Reuse" in October 92 showed
that there is already considerable interest in this topic among the ERCIM members. Most contributions to this Newsletter were presented at the workshop in
greater detail. As evident from the contributions, reuse is a very broad issue necessarily covering many topics.

vision and further Lare. MAL ~ p p l i e sthe
Vienna Development Method for reverse
engineering. Starting with operallonal
definitions at a low level of abstraction,
more abstract, implicit definitions describing the function of a program are iteratively deduced.
Extremely important for the overall success is the adaptation of life-cycle models to support reuse at all phases and for
all of its products. According to wellknown results about the high percentage
of work spent in pre-implementation
phases, reuse of specifications and process-knowledge is particularly rewarding. The idea of a project at INRIA is to
record development steps as application
of operators on states, and thus to support reuse of pieces of the product as well
as strategies. INESC considers a formal
and declarative framework for objectoriented, logic-based conceptual modelling that includes description? of behavioural properties of objects like safety and liveliness conditions of respective
events.

The emergence of object-oriented (00)
methodologies is a major reason for the
growing popularity of the field. Most
by Hans VOSS
contributions refer to fpecialization hi-- erarchies and inheritance as an essential
Most home Owners could not afford to ingredient for exploiting reuse.
buy a house designed and lbuilt
Therefore, object-orientation was not a
feel con- valuable criterion for surveying the procording to their dreams.
tent with One that shares its main char- ject summaries of this issue. We will inacteristics with the next-door Imouses9
stead focus on other recurring issues,
and possibly
for
vari- namely reverse engineering, conceptual
ations that
Ibe realized with modelling and life-cycle support, reposminor effort arndcost*Com~anies
who itories, and work in knowledge engihave probierns to be soived by software neering.
are not interested in very individual
either*
want to have If the advent of reuse is not meant to detheir problems
quick1y9 ac- velop the whole existing software base
to appropriate standards Of anew then we must find ways of inte- Theintegrated usage andincremental dequality, and
want the
to grating the vast body of existing software velopment of component libraries - sobe cheap! Better exploitation Of reuse assets (or at least a substantial part of it) called repositories - must be considered
must certainly become a prime factor into future developments. Reverse engi- essential activities of reuse-oriented lifeif the large
problems that neering, e.g., writing 00 wrappers cycle models. In the Esprit-project KEmost
about is eves around existing modules is one possible BOOT a software engineering environto be reduced. Although not new, the way to achieve this. Three projects at ment with integrated DBMS to create and
idea
and
CNUCE-CNR all start with analyzing ex- reuse 00 software components is develreuse has become
popular in re- isting source code: programs are ana- oped. A first prototype, including a reposcent years. The idea of reusing chunks lyzed and transformed so that they can itory populated with general-purpose as
of software assets is also an
be integrated and used by a CASE tool; well as domain-specific components, has
ingredient Of related
such as en- a hypertext tool for reverse engineering been completed. ICS-FORTH reports on
ter~risemodeling, enterprise integra- has been built that takes into account the development of a software information, Or domain
It is impor- source code but also informal documents; tion base that incorporates a facetted
note that reuse is not only an an effort is made towards object-oriented classification scheme implemented as a
issue to be solved at the technical level- Re-Engineering where non-00 source system of interleaved isA-hierarchies.
Its success
depend on ap- code is analyzed and transformed into Several schemes may be used concurpro~n'atel~
takinginto account social, 00 code. At GMD, tools are provided that rently, e.g., for assets related to code,
organizationa2~
psycho- support maintenance personnel in trans- analysis, and des~gncomponents. INESC
logical and legal factors as well.
forming existing software into object- is also developing repositories with softoriented form. Objects discovered in the ware components being formally defined
transformation process are stored for re- by their internal states, associated basic

.
.
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Software
assif Icat i o n
and Static
operations, and the~rfunct~onaldecom-

Identification and utllizaeion of generic
problem-solving methods has a long tradition in Artificial Intelligence research
The general idea is to separate domainspecific, application-independelll knowledge from knowledge about how to use
it in specific kinds of appl~cat~ons,
like
diagnosis or design, or in different instances of the same kind of application.
with
knowledge engineering environment M ~ MGMD
~ , emphasizes a development process oriented towards
reuse and prototyping. The general idea
is to drive knowledge acquisition by the
contents of generic problem-solving
methods that are available in libraries.
The method has also been used for reverse engineering a set of tools for
model-based diagnosis. RAL developed
a platform comprising generic knowledge about managing water supply
distribution systems. When applying the
framework to a particular site, they realized savings in all phases of the development process.

i

the Sof$ware
nformation
Ba ~ e

PanosCorastant~pouios
and Martin Doerr
--

Finding a suitable component is the
initial step in the software reuse proCeS. TOthis end, a directory a c d lection of reusable components is necessary- The Software 1n"r'srHrnnation
Base
(§IB) is such a directory developed at
PCS-FORTH, tested with libraries of
than 59000
components9
has
been presented in the
News N@-10*
The SIB establishes a semantic network
of descriptions pertinent to the reuse at
"ages of the
life
It
supports uniform treatment of data and
schema, unbounded levels of instantiation, multiple inheritance, runtime introduction of domain-specific concepts,
search by~multiple and~ recursive condii
tions, navigational search, and offers a
customizable user interface. It especially attends to the needc for disciplined repIX~entationof an evolving body of software engineering knowledge, by use of
abstract and implicit properties, accessibility of schema information and visualization of
structures.

~
~
app]icability,
~
~
falls, and the potential of reuse is a predestined topic for computer science institUtesthat are supposed to bridge the
gap between research results and indushially applicable, systemic solutions. Due
to its complex and interdisciplinary
ture, reuse can only be successful in the
long run if results from data-, software, and knowledge engineering are exploited in an integrated way. ~h~ crete The original SIB software representation
has recently been enhanced by inworkshop and the contributions to this
~~~~l~~~~~have already shown that corporating a facetted classification
ERCTMmembers should have
a great in- scheme. Facetted classification has been
terest in further communication and co- proposed for software documentation
operation. A follow-up workshop in the (Prieto-Diaz, REBOOT project) to overkeyword sysnot too distant future would be a next, come the hilure of ad
tems and tree-like classifications. By
reasonable step.
mapping a facetted cla\sification scheme
on the SIB model of representation, the
Please contact: Hans Voss - GMD
Tel: +49 2241 14 1
relation of classification terms is deterFax: +49 22 41 14 2889
mined in a language-independent manE-mail: hans.voss@gmd.de

ner, the useis unders~andingof the Indexnng syrtem ancl the tcminology is 11nproved, and the classificaelonl effort is
st~amjinedand mioimired. TO achieve
the latter, static analysis dala, generated
by code \tructurc parsers, are employed
to provide the correlation of the facet
tenns for each component.
The facetted classificeion scheme is iinplemcnted as a system of interleaved isA I
hierarchies. Facets are metaclasses whose
instances are the corresponding terms,
regarded as classes of entities. The terms
of each facet, which can have synonyms,
are organized in an isA hierarchy according to the specificity of their meaning. The sharing of properties between
terms is expressed by common superterms, thus employing multiple inheritance. Homonyms are distinguished by
suitable prefixe\. By virtue of inheritance, the enumeration (often inconsistent) of more generic keywords in class~fyinga component is avoided. The
structure of the term (concept) hierarchies is robust against translation between natural languages. It also determines a conceptual distance between
terms, suipable for computing term relaxation in query processing.
The facets, reflecting the functional role
of components in 2 proces<, are
Abstraction, Operation, OperatesOn and
Dependencies (like in REBOOT). Facet
terms are applied to static analysis data.
Abstraction
terms~ are nouns represent~
~
ing "active" object types; Operation terms
are verbal types representing specific activities associated with methods;
OperatesOn terms are nouns representing object types acted on, including
Abstractions, basic data types and peripheral devices; and Dependencies represent environmental conditions.
Under this classification scheme, the unit
for retr~evalis the object type (e.g. C++
class). An unlimited number of concurrent classification schemes is realiyable.
The one described is related to code level
reuse. Classifications corresponding to
the requirements and design levels of
reuse, also supported by the SIB, are currently invertigated.

rn
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tributes, data iypes. etc. %nCorm;aldata,
like user manuals, maintenance requests,
generlc docunnenta, cnor report5 and SO i$
on, can also be consrdened. The basic ra- 2
tlonale 1s that the user should operate, as
far a5 possible, rn hl\ customdry fa5h1on
The tool 1s characterlsed bg the empha- a
s ~ put
s on human ~ntervent~on
and the
forward one 1s excculcd by the ADW
availab~lityof a suitable repository where
COBOL code automdt~cgenerator. The
collected informat~oncan be \tored for
C-TCCIL s c s deve!\rped by CRIAE
sub5equent analysis and integration 111to
( C o n s o r ~ i oCampano di Rlcerca per
more conventional envlr onmentr.
1'Informatica e 1'Autoina7ionc
However, at the prewnt stage, this tool
Industrrale) and has been modified in
ns cumbersoine to use: the user 15 obllged
order to intercept SQL statements.
to perform a \el of t r ~ v ~operat~ons
al
ma?Applying this process, thc user can exually that could e a r ~ l ybe automated.
tract information pertinent to higher level
Some enhancements are currently under
design phases, concerning either the data
lnvestlgatlon, but we ~ntendto use auto(Entity-Relationchlp Dlagram, Ent~ty
matlc analys~stools only for the most
Type Dercription, SQL Action Diagram,
t r i v ~ a lactiv~tiesor to formulate hyetc.) or the processes (Structure Chart,
potheses that must be evaluated by the
Module Action Diagram). The subseuser.
quent forward engineering step has all
the advantages claimed by the CASE
The growing popularity of objecttools.
oriented methodologies seems to offer a
completely new area of research for
As the reconstruction of software docusoftware engineering; they promise softmentat~onand the capture of its semanware systems that are more easily maintics 1s essentially an associative task, and
tainable and better documented than systherefore requires human intervention,
tems developed using more traditional
we have designed HYRE (Hypertext for
methodologies. For this reason, we have
Reverse Engineering). The user can use
identified Object-Oriented Reth15tool to in,pect and annotate the code,
Engineering as an important line of reand extract modules or extract informasearch. and we are current"; de\:e!oping
tion such as the entities, relations, ata tool that addresses the task of re-engineering prograins towards an objectoriented environment. This tool is called
TROOP (Tool for Re-engineering towards
Object-Oriented Paradigm). By a n d y sing
the code, we first obtain a list of candidate objects and a set of candidute methods that become real objects and methods after human intervention and validation. The second step is program
slicing, performed by constructing a
Program Dependence Graph. In the third
The general
architecture
step, we try to identify similarities beof TROOP
tween portions of code, looking for the
identifying the equal regular expressions representing
importance of
the codc, for equal slices and equivalent
a central
semantics. Finally, we identify the obrepository
jects, methods and inheritance hierarwhere the
chies.
In this phase, human intervention
knowledge
deduced from is required to validate the choices made.
The informal documentation may be
the analysis
of the existing taken into account. The general archisoftware and
tecture of TROOP is shown in the figure
other
which clearly identifies the importance
information
of a central repository where we can 5tore
sources can
the knowledge deduced from the analybe stored.

Reverse Engineering
and Reuse at CNUCE-CMR
by Oreste Signore
and Mario Loffreda
-

-

Software reusability activities are
based on processes of analysis and abstraction. The aim is to implement
more extendible and maintainable
software systems and rescue the existing software patrimony. Work in this
area at CNUCE has followed three different directions: integration with a
CASE tool; re-documentatiapn in a hypertext environment; re-engineering
towards an object-oriented envlronment. Each of these approaches starts
with an analysis of the source code.

1
1

In the first activity, we have developed
a prototype tool, Charon, which imnplements an automatic reconstruction of
software documentation and code re-eng~neering. Charon's re-engineering cycle
has a C/SQL program as source and a different verslon of the same program, written in COBOL/CICS/DR2, as target. The
reverse engineering step is perfomled by
the static C code analyser C-TOOL; the

5

sis of the cxistiilg software almd other information~sourccs.

A Static Code hnaliiyser is currently under
development in the Software Engineering and Applications Laboratory at
CNUCE-CNR. Diagram Servcr, a tool developed by G. Di Battista at Rome University, is used to display graphs described formally, and permits their interactive manipulation by the user. The
representations will be generated by the
ReBuild (Representation Builder) module, while the ReComp (Representation
Comparatc~r)module will analyse the
similarities between them. As far as the
]Information Retrieval aspect is concerned, we will adopt a document vector space model, where each ckoc,umeizl
is identified by a set o f weighted keywords, selected from a classification
scheme. The classification scheme will
be displayed to the user, who can navigate through it choosing the correct
terms. The user interface will be developed in a windows environment and will
offer somc hypertext capabilities.

m
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particular im~pFerneotatioas,Bn this selecting, combining, and c~~skomizing
view, knowledge representation be- concept~~al
rnodels for building large aplongs t~ the design or imple~nentation plications (not yet implemented).
phase.
In the German National Joint Prqject
Many conmccptudl models o f PSMS have BEHAVIOR we apply MoMo as a tool for
alr eddy been dctrncd. Our dream I S to lei reverse engineering. BEHAVIOR deals
protect team\ create appl~cateon~s
by com- with Model-Basecd Diagnosis (MBD)and
po\lng component\ retreeved from I r - Qualitative Reasoning as an approach
brarie\ r'rther thcin bulldlng them from that exploits structural and behavioral descratch L1brarle5may contain concep- scriptions o f devices in the diagnostic
tual models toi PSMc, domaln ontolo- process. Our driving example is diagnogie\, part~culandorn'lm de\cr lptnons, de- sis of ballast-tanks o f offshore-systems.
\lgn models relating PSM\ ,tnd dom'un W e are using MoMo to capture conceprnodels to s p e c ~ f ~
symbol
c
level frdme- tual models of a nurnber of existing softworks (knowledge reprewntat~onlan- ware tools for MBD, which have been deguages). and concrete ~mplement~it~ons.
veloped by our project partners. These
models should help a knowledge/softBasically, our work is grounded on two ware engineer who is not familiar with
foundations:
all the intrinsics o f the underlying mech1 . Moderr1 Software Engineering (SE) anisms o f M B D to learn Inore about it and
principles should be integrated into to start building applications. Momo
Knowledge Engineering ( K E ) . This is should particularly provide support in the
the only way how knowledge-based process of domain an;rlysis, and in findparts o f applications can be method- ing an appropriate MBD technique (out
ologically build in a way that allows o f several alternatives) satisfying the
easy interaction with common busi- needs o f the acquired domain characteristics.
ness environments.
2. M E work should proceed with~nthe
The diver~ityo f MBD tools have been inhounda~ie,ot ,In e5tabllshed methodtegrated In a uo-called workbench. This
ology that allows to deflne relevant
realires an implementation-or~ented
mlle4tone5,to control prolecl progie\s,
framework (Generic Diagnostic Engine
and to relate conceptual modelling, de-G
L,
~ ubqb!vlJeci
a-. ~
~J I
cry
-..,;ernes
Q
D'
~ A S aid
sign, and lmple~nentat~on
Fraunhofer Institute for Informat~onand
Data Processing IITB). Prillcipally one 1s
Our work i s pa~-ticulai-ly
inspired by the
tree to configure tools and parts o f them
KADS-I and KADS-11 methodology. In
to a workmg GenDE instance. This work
common e f f o r t s o f our projects
towards imnplernentation-level modularBEHAVIOR and FABEL, we are develi7ation made it much easler for us to conoping a language MoMo that for~nalizes
centrate on the conceptual aspects of the
and extends the principles o f KADS by
tools. First, we analysed the functronalproviding executable models. MoMo is
ties o f the tools and spec~fiedthem in
a graphical language to a very far extent.
form of MoMo s inference and task layIts most important concepts are: coners. The inference layers where depictstruction and utilization o f a library o f
ed graph~callyand specified in MoMo,
generic P S M s with specifications probased on the GenDE definitions. Second,
vided as conceptual models; separation
we inade these specifications executable
o f concrete domain knowledge, more
by MoMo s interpreter with control over
general domain ontologies aud P S M s ;
the problem-solving process residing at
separation o f data- (inference-layer)and
the task-level o f the conceptual model.
control flow (task-layer)within concepT o this aim the definitions o f actions and
tual models; object-oriented analysis and
generic objects are llnked via MoMo s
representation o f generic types within
view-deccnptors to methods and data
dataflow specifications; explicit links o f
types o f the implemented modules.
generic data and functions from the conceptual model to the concrete, applicaPlease contact: Dr. Hans Voss - GMD
tion-specific domain-layer; a prototyp- Tel:
49-2241-142532
ing- and reuse-oriented process model Fax: 949-2241-1 4-2889
for developing applications; support of E-mail: hans.voss@gmd.de
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Oriented
Engineering
by HansVoss
and Thomas Hemmann
-

The ide~~tification
and utilization of
generic problem-solving methods
(PSMs)is a central concern in Artificial
Intelligence. Expert system research
brought forth a bunch of generic merthods, several of which have been captured in so-called shells. Moreover, the
last decade is driven by the insight that
the development of knowledge-based
systems musk rely on well-defined lifecycle models. In particular, PSMs and
domain knowledge should be specified
at a conceptual level independent of

a%-

Reuse

apply reuse at the s;irly stiiges of development, and as soon as possible;
rcfinc specifications, by adding successive details;
support reasoning about properties,
consistency and complete~iessoh specifications;
*

-

--

-

Xeuse, and in pakiicuiar inheritance,
usually suffer from two problems: I )
it is applied too late, just in software
construction, rather than in specification and conceptual modelling which
is where the main effort should be
placed, and 2) it is applied only to object signatures (ie, attributes and
events), not covering their behavioural
properties.

support inheritance (through theory
morphisms), not only oh object signatures, but aiso o f bel~aviouralproperties.

Specialization with con-rnas~otonicoverriding can &PC described as an abstraction^
(the inverse operatii~no f strict speciaiizaeion) follr~weciby a strict speci a1'nzation, where:
the n~~temedldte
object theory captures
the feLiture\ o f the rnherrted objcct
whnch are preserved, 1.e. the features
that are common lo both objects;
,r l s b abijti'ii~ti~r:
morpf#;s~-n
captaies the
features which were deleted;
^",>

morphis~ncapthe stnct-spec~ahzat~on
tures the new dealurea which were 111troduced;

At the heart o f reu\e i a the concept o f ~ n heripance, whose baslc form apeoaliration has the following rneanlng:

Reuse Islay also be achieved through
coinposition of specializations. Here, it
safety conditions may be strei~gthened;
is irr~l~ortant
to emphasize the difference
liveness conditions may be weakcncd; with respect to multiple inheritance. In
* valuation expressions, i f not defined, ~~lultiple
inheritance the two (or more)
Attempting to tackle these problems. the
may be added.
base object theories are "merged" (which
Logic Engineering Croup o f I N E S C is
raises problems such as undesired duworking on object-oriented, logic-based Specialization presents three levels o f plications and incompatibilities).In specmodelling and specification o f reactive strictness:
ification colnposition the two (or more)
systems, including concurrent infommaoriginal specifications are combined
strict or "purc" subtyping,
tion systerns. In this approach, objects
with side-effects (the new events may (using categorial co-limits) resulting in
are defined by theories (called templates),
a stronger specialization.
affect inherited attributes),
each o f which consists o f a signature:
H
with non-monotonic overriding (the Please contact: Carlos Paredes - lNESC
* attributes,
inherited behavioural properties can be TeI: +351 I 3100 364
events
Ernail: crnp@inesc.pt
replaced by new ones).
and a collectio~~
o f axioms describing the
behavioural properties o f the object.
T
Diagram specifying:
~ h e s einciude;
for each event, safety conditions specifying when it may (or i s permitted to)
occur;
for each event, livcness conditions specifying when it must (or i s obliged to)
occur;
for each eventlattrihute pair, valuation
expressions describing the effects o f
the occurrence o f the event over the attribute.
There are a variety o f languages for describing objects in \uch a model textually (eg. TROLL developed at the University of Braunschwelg), d~agramn~atically (eg. OBLOG jo~nltlydeveloped by
TNESC and ESDI), etc.
Among the advanrages o f ucing such a
formal and declarative framework, we
may point out ~ t suitability
s
to:
capture and support inco~npleteinformation (which is highly important in
conceptual modelling);

new attribute\ and events may be added;

Savings Account as a
speciailization with side-effects of
Account, because payment of
interests (new event) changes
balance (old attribute);
Credit Account as a specialization
with non-monotonic overriding of
Account, whose safety for
withdrawal events, forbidding the
balance to become negative, has
been deleted.

-

Super Account is a specialization sf
Account, which is achieved through
composition of the previous
specializations (saving and credit) in
such a way that it can either be seen
as e savings-specialization followed
by a credit-specialization,or the
reciprocal. This composition of
specia!izations is computed through
eo-limits of the corresponding
theory diagrams.

The CAM
pmerat Strategy
for Software
Reuse Support Reusabi

properiy answered in a; ijtrrnail or:.salexl.
This is because some kind of metiics will
be required to automate thc basic opera- i$
Lions over a soiawarc component reposZ
itory, namely classificatiorz, ci~~nparisc~n,
s
retrieval and rnoclification. Thus, CAMILA'S strategy for building a software

5
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compc>nent
acterizing every
repository
software
is based
component
on charby
Its formal \pec~tlccltlon,~aa~cfcr
c-iood a\ a
by dose iguno Oliveera
by Seanine Souquleres
piece ot data (mternal slate) and a \ \ o c ~ atecl b,islc operat~ons(events) whnch are
SoRware reuw concerns the reappli- Traditional "pen and pencil9' devel- described u\lng set theon A CAMILA
opmeuat of oftw ware rnided people to component may thu\ be regarcicd a\ a
cation of a variety of "knowledge"
about one systenn for the construction think that program design di\penses nnodel as in the ~ ~ h nnethodology,
/ g
but
of new systems, and aims a&seducing with specific devei spmelat tools. C A P ~ / ~ T Lnolatlon
A'~
cdn also exprcqc the
t h e effort of t h e development a n d Software ""ithe small9' appeared $0 \peclllcntlePn a Lon,ponnene as the tunemaintenance s f new developed sys- be an attractive, cheap techlaology, but tlonal compo\lkaon dlready dvdllclble
terns.
lack of technological sopihiskication ""i nrub-compoments.
the Harge9' has frustrated such expecReusabil~ty\hould be supported at the tatioaa3,
Furtheril~ore,CAMILA', t o m a l notailon
various stage\ of software development.
ha\ been studled w ~ t hthe view to do
,vise
However, In most cases, significant remc A basic problem wlth coitware developmetrlcs for ~ o m p o n e n cld5slfmcdtlon.
t
techn~quesonly exl\t at the product ievel rnent 1s the tact that code 1s handly re- ~ r ,dsfoclated calculus, T E ~ Scdn
Used
,
for source code co~nponentsFurther- used, that I\, l e rs dlfficult to produce a not ollly to ciasslfy component\ ( ~ na
more, these techniques convder reuse In large software sy5tem by coinpos~tionof "cldsclfy.by-data" style) but
to calthe small rather than reu\e In the large
smaller, readily avarlable, software corn- culate componcnc Implenlen~atlon4or to
Most of @UITentapproache\ are emprrl- ponentr Thir ha\ an obvlou5 ImpdCt 011 cornpare them (by ca[cularlng thelr drtcal and no general ones are known to l h ~ c Increasing coftware production cost\
terence) ~
harchlceclural
~
~ re]2itlonshlp\
,
problem Recent ct~idiesadvocate a defin the repo\itory \uch as I S - u1s-urrd-by,
,
~ n ~ t of
~ osoftware
n
~ e u s ~ t b ~based
l ~ t y on Softw'u-c reusab~i~ty
14 hlndered by 4ev,,.,,p~,n,,n~u~,our-~, Ir.,pec
aspo@
formal spec~ticat~ons
mcreasmg then- re- eral reasons, come ot whlch are even non- ,e formally decided rather than fixed by
llabllity.
technlcdl ~nnature. But relat~velyrecent the Llserslntultlon
Interest on e f f e c t ~ v e l ypromoting
Development \pec~fication\together w ~ t h reusability In CASE technology tends to In CAMILA,pllorlty ha\ been given to
thelr decrslons and rationales are also invert thlr sltu'itlon However, most metllodo[ogy toblndatlon\ betole gorng
candidates tor reuse. In thl, fiarnework, CASE systems are oriented towards pro- Into the development of cechno]oglcal
developments are considered as fnst- ductlon management (vers~onrng,docu- \upport tools. ~~t rdpld prototype\ can
class object\ allowing to edlt them, to mentdtion, Learn mmagement, etL ) rather d[ready be built the CAMYLAsoftware
reason fonnally up011them, to check then than to the end product. Th15 lndy be $0 envlrolljnent by running a ldnguagc amproperties, and so on. The constructron because ehe~rdesigners could probably ,,,tor
an exercise on
Which I"i
of a specification I \ a sequence of de- no1 understand what a software product reu\ablllty (the current version of the anvelopment steps, a step corresponding to 1 eally 1s. So \oftware modules arc re- ,mator, developed using the Synthe\I~er
the appl~cationof a development opera- garded a\ Inere text-f~les,their er\ence Generator, still reuse\ a hlddcn LISP lnnever belilg rtxorded For many Pro- terprcter, augmented with the language
tor on a development crate
gramlners, software re-use \Imply means p r ~ ~ n ~constructs
t~ve
and used 111 the past
Development operator5 allow ~ e u s a b ~ l l -'20not start froin scratch erht an exlst- to interpret manually
prototy to be add~ecsed,reusabil~tyof pleces rng source tlle". Software component types).
t either record
of the product as weli as reusabll~tyof reposltorie5 are b u ~ l but
strategies Another inlerest of a devel- trivial information or remaln empty.
CAMILA component aggregation can
opment model, not exclusive of the
also be expre\sed by softwdre-c~rcultdlprecedent one, concerns the reuse of the The CAMILA group at INkSC/Un~verv- ',grams, using a graphlcaI nordtlon sugh Involved In the ge5tlvely re,embllng the coIlventlonal
requirement development or the pocsl- ty of Mlnho, w h ~ 1s
b~lltyof replaying a development, since SOUR project (EUREKA 379), belleves hardwdre notation But diagrams should
each s~iiglestep - even 1' dead end - I \ that reu\ability cdnnot be dchleved by never replace formallqms - every softrecorded with its decisions and rationale \rmple ad lzoc means, even when ad- ware-clrcurt bd\ proper semantic\ and
@ dre44ed from a novel, oblect-onellted pera \horthCtnd for some piece of
spective. The basic question - "what 1s lnathematlcs
Please contact: Jeanlne Sobaquieres CRIN-CNRS & INRIA-Lorraine
a \oftware component?"- has to do with
Tel: +33 83 59 20 12
\oftware specillcation, and can only be
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E-mail: souquier@lsrie.fr

Other tools under development compnse
a SETS-calculator, a performance
prospector and an automatic generator
of user-mterfaces at prototype level.

a
Piease contact: %as6Oliwelra, lNESC
Tel: +351 53 604462
E-mail: jno@di.umi-nho.pt

Eation (and future analyses necessary for
the second seep), we use the parser and

tools designed for the intermediate language B N , developed within Bull for the
static analysis and symbolic evaluation
of COBOL md C programs. The study of
the abstraction process has now just
begun.

The program is specified by a single op88
eration called PROGRAM. The precondition for this operation is a conjunciion Please contact: Jerome Loerbersac - RWL
of two predicates: one defining the ini- Sei. 944 235 44 5648
E-mail: jl@il-pf.rl.ac.uk
tial state and the other one ticfining the
well-tbmedness ofthe inputs. Whilst the
first one can be directly deduced from
the prograrn itself,the second predicate
expresses some constraints which must
be extracted by anal y sing the program in
order to trace "how" the input data are
used by the algorithrn.The postconditioll
is also a conjunction o f two predicates,
one stating that the execution has termiby Jerome Loubersac
nated (in order to characterise the final
state of the system), and the other one
Reverse-Engineering, the process sf
stating that a relation between inputs and
understanding a system or program,
output exists. This predicate should capis often a prior step to the mainteture the "meaning" o f the program
nance, re-engineering or reuse of ex("What" it does). Tt is the aim o f the secisting code. At RAI,, an experiment in
ond step to retrieve this predicate, beReverse-Engineering using the VDM
cause what we first obtain, by translatspecification language is being carried
ing a code into VDM, is actually an im- by Hartmut Fergen
out (research sponsored by BULL S.A.plementation (explicit operation
France). The aim of this work is to dedefinition)of this specification (implic- Information technology and its prodfine techniques for obtaining an abit operation definition),i.e. describing an ucts are changing so rapidly that even
stract formal specification from a proalgorithm (the "Hown)=
W e are to achieve new software is already out of date begram (COBOL code and, in the near
this abstraction in any o f the following fore the customer uses it. The situafuture, C as well).
tion is even worse for old software,
ways, by:
whose
structure, appearance and funcThe prospect o f ~ntegratingthe advan- * symbolic evaluation,
tionality, in spite or because of conapplying transformations rules which tinual maintenance, neither represents
tages of formal methods into a ReverseEngineering process is quite attractive,
capture known and proven abstrac- the state-of-the-art nor satisfies the
tions,
and some attempts to achieve this goal
user requirements. Sooner or later,
have already been made. In our approach, * offering a frame for the writing and when major changes are proposed, the
we use the Vienna Development Method
proof of original abstractions.
question arises as to whether existing
(VDM) and specification language
software should be modified again or
(VDM-SL).The Reverse-Engineering
sepiaced.
In all cases, we wish to formally prove
task can be decomposed into two steps:
the correctness of the proposed abstracthe first step is to translate the code into tion, and the formalis~nof V D M enables The present situation o f the user is chara VDM specification at a low level of us to do this.
acterised by a decreasing dependence on
abstraction. This is made possible by
major hardware and software suppliers
the wide spectrum nature of the V D M So far, several experiments o f trandat- and their conventional support for apspecificationlanguage, which includes ing COBOL programs into V D M have plication programming. A long-term obimperative constructs as well as very been conducted, and a formal specitica- jective must be the reduction in the
abstract ones (e.g. set theory, quanti- tion o f this translation has been written amount o f specially written software by
fied expressions, etc).
and will be used to develop a prototype using standard software. This implies
the second step consists o f gradually translator. Some transformations (rc- standardisation of information and data
transforming this "concrete" VDM structuring o f IF-THEN-ELSE, eltmina- structures ("unified data model") and the
specification to obtain an abstract one. tion o f GOTOs)or abstractions (progra~n rationalisation of procedures and techThis process of abstraction can be con- termination mechanism, FILLER, in data, niques, leading ultimately to a fosmalisidered as the inversion o f the process etc.) are automatically performed during sation o f company organisation.
of refinement (used in formal devel- this translation. T o facilitate the trans-

Using Forma
Methods for
/ ReverseEngineering.

1

opment to build a system from its speciricaeioii),and can be done eithcr by
applying proven Lranmshmation ruies
or by using symbolic evaluation to obtain elements of an abstract specification.

MOORE:

Oriented
Renovation
of Existing
Software

--

The purpose of MOORE ito support the
technical renovation and rationalisation
of programs and data by providing methods and tools for the stepwise transformation of existing software into objectoriented fonn (e.g from COBOL85 into
O O C ~ B O L The
) . mai~~tenance
personnel
for the existing software should be able
to participate in this transformation, but
will probably need retraining.

a fir?;t pilot system., zicd sliows iiocv
knowledge acquisition and develc>gmie~.;t
effort for a second pilot is reduced when
the platform is available.

MBS for Water
Distribution
Companies

In the Esprlt project REDO leven cc cnglneerlng ic used on the orlg~ndl\oLmce
code to produce a \pecification surtdble
for lnput to the code generator. This thc- In many domains in which knswledgeoret~callyelegant method I \ difficult to based $,stems can be applied, there is
apply 111 practice becauce of lnm~t~tt~oncscope for knowledge reuse, ' h e RnowIn the experience and number of pel son- ledge Engineering (;roaap at RAL has
nel available. Cons~derfor example the devebped a knowledge-based system
trancformatron of a large program cosn- for a consortium of lJK water compaplex w ~ t hall 1t5 hrstorrcal pecullantle5 nies. I&is called the Water Distsibaaand ~rregulanties.
tion Expert System, and assists aperational staff in iaamanaging a water supWith the MOORE prototype, whlch is ply and distribution network,
being developed. the work proceeds interactively on a terminal, where the user The development was funded by eight
influences directly how old software 1s water companies; it was not possible to
stepwise renovated and transfomed into build indiviclual expert systems for them
object-oriented form. The user has a lead- all, but i t was i~nportantthat they should
ing role in this operation and is support- all receive a clear result froin the project.
ed by the syctem uslng techniques which The answer lies in knowledge reuse: one
are algorithmic, heuristic, and defined by of the chief deliverables is the "platforin",
the user. The objects discovered in the which embodies knowledge specific to
A
i\C
rransfmnatioii xr
ie storid for revision arid tl-.,a
t r l b uolriutr~t r t v V i r r b ~ ~ L ~ phtlb
U I-..:_
S~~;
l j4 Ai.
further use. These stable and mature ob- bution, but independent of any particujects are then used for both the further lar site. The diagram illustrates the way
refinement of ex~stingprograms and the in which the platfonn is developed from
development of new programs.
-
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The use of wch a technique provides a
practical and economic method of gradually transforming old software using existing maintenance personnel.
Please contact: Hartmul Fergen - GMD
Tel: +49 2241 14 3284
E-mail: fergen@gmd.de

The relationship
between the
platform and the
two pilot systems.
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The system comprises three knowledgebased components: a rnodcl of the water
supply network, a Situation Assessor
which analyses arzd reports on deveioping conditions as the model is run, and
the Option Generator whose firnctioll is
to suggest actions which may he taken
to solve or alleviate problems. Each of
these uses different representations and
reasoning tecl~niques,and is developed
in different ways (e.g. the role of knowledge elicitation with human experts).
The analysis of the dilferenr forms of
reuse and how to obtain the greatest benefit was an ilnportanf task in the development of the platform.
Two customized pilot expert systems
were built and delivered, the second
being based on the platform. Benefits
were found in savings in knowledge elicitation and analysis effort, in system development, and in validation and testing.
The developers feel that this approach to
knowledge reuse could be applied to
other domains, and could be generalized
to classes of si~nilardomains (e.g. water
and electricity supply and distribution).
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Please contact: Simon Lambeat WAL
Tel: +44 235 44 571 6
E-mail: scl@inf.rl.ae.uk
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PWEGB:
a Second
Generation
Graphics
Standard
by Klaus Kansy
and Peter Wisskirchen
Efforts into the direction of the socalled second generation graphics
standards are well underway, GMlB
has organized f o u r workshops a t
Ehlscheid where experts from Germany met to define the focus of such
a standard, As a result, an Initial Draft
was developed and presented to the Hnternationali Organisation for Standardization ( S O ) ,
After a long time being a specialist's area,
computer graphics became a rapidly
evolving area in the last decade. Today
it is present on all modern workstation,
at the user interface as well as in many
application areas. This is reflected by
heavy requirements put on the graphics
system.
Since the first computer graph~csstandards, GKS and PHIGS, had been fin-

ished, il was clear that more powerfui
graphics standards klre requircd to serve
the expanding needs of appiications and
to ~"CPCL?Sthe diverging trends in current
graphics systelns.
The German Standards Institute (DIN)
has proposed a project of a second generation standard named Programming
Environrne~ltf o r Graphical Objects
(Prego) :;xi? hzs "ddunteered to pavide
an Initikil Draft. 117 preparation of the
Prego standard, GMD has organized experts meeting at Ehlsckeid (Germany)
where the scope and purpose of Prego
were to be focusec8. Finally, a first version of an Initial Draft was written which
describes Prego in some detail
Prego concentrates on computer based
generation and interactive manipulation
of visual information including sound.
Prego dei'ines a framework into which
conlpollents modellers and renderers
can be combined to form a uniror~nsystem. By this approach Prego defines an
open system, which can be extended by
further comDonents.
Configurability, extensibility and custoini~atloncall be achieved by the csmponent/framework approach as well as
by using the object-onented programming paradigm.

Computer Graphics standards have been
-'s;eciai interest f s r CMC :is weli as
other ERCBM instit~ales.For exannple, the
first graphics standard, CKS, has been
develt~pcdilnder strong participation of
ERCIM naen~bers:Thc editors ofthe GKS
document came from GldlD and KAL; the
ccpnvenor of the respective I S 0 workinggroup came from CWI. Tt is the intention
of graphics people in ERCIM to be heavily involved in the second generation
standards also.
\>
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Please contact: Klaus Kansy GUD
Tel: 4 9 2243 14 2333
E-mail: kansy@gmd.de
or: Peter Wisskirchen GMD
$el: +49 2241 14 2315
E-mail: wisskirchen@gmd.de

Effective
Software

Tile notion of time dependent objects is
addressed as a major pre-requisite of multiple inedia support and included as an

Nodellirng
Environment

Virtual
Environment

Rendering
Environment

1

integral part of Prego. Sound ob.jects can
kc addcd as attributes to graphics objects.
Although the lnitlal Draft does not cover
;all relevant aspects of the future standard,
it is u s e h l to convey major ideas of thc
intended standard and to clarify its structure in a more concrete way than is donc
in the prqject proposal.

The scene as mediator bemeen different modellers and renderers

by Hans-Ludwig Hausen
and Dieter Welzei
Repeatable and unbiased quality evaluation is required to improve soRware
quality and to increase process prsductivity. A s a solution to this problem an evaluation method has been designed and applied to several case studies within the ESPRIT Project SCOPE
(Software Assessment and Certification Program Europe). The method is
based on dedicated models for software products, software processes,
software quality characteristics, and
evaluation methods and tools.
The method comprl\es five general steps,
which produce key docurnentr In the recluirernent5 spec~ficationthe mandatory
product and process attributes are iden-

tified. The evaiuatiwrt specification idem
tifies the detailed infcjmation on produce, process and quality attributes mneeded to effectivelymeasure software quality. This leads to an evaluation plan
defined by evaluation modules. Each
module defines the methods for verification, validation, measurement and assessment, which have to be applied to
evaluate a software attribute. The final
evaluation report conlains the evaluation
results obtained from inodule applications. All evaluation documents together provide the necessary infornnationfor
software certification. The method can
work with customized rnodels as well as
with standards (e.g. I S 0 9126, I S 0 9000
to 9004). A n Evaluator's Guide has been
produced, which is now in the review
process by the 1SO-group SC7/WG6.
Prototype imple~nentationshave shown
that the evaluation method can be implemented by rule-based systems as well
as on standardized software engineering
platforms and can be ernbedded into
well-defined software process models.The evaluation method is furbhermore
refined and validated in two waves o f
case studies. At present we are working
on a platfonn for software quality evaluation

rn
Please csn'iad: Hans Ludwig blaiasen -GMD
Tel: + 49 2241 14 3224
E-mail: hausen@gmd.de

Abstract
Interpretation
Laboratory
by Fssea Giannstti, Diego Latella
and Gianni Mainetto

A consolidated class of formal techniques for static program analysis,
known as abstract interpretation (AP),
originates frorn research in the 70's on
partial, symbolic and mixed evaluation and owes its rnathernatical bamework to Cousot and Cousot. A1 aims
at acquiring information about the dynamic semantics of a program to be
used by compilers, partial evaluators
and debuggers, or merely as documentation.

For exa~mple,logic prograni~zinghias successfully used Ai to detect properlies like
groundcess and goal independelice t h ~ s
providing efficient spesialised parallel
execution. Funactional programming uses
Al to detect strictn~essand reference la]dependence for efficient graph reductior,
and opiiinised garbage collection.
The Al laboratory will lest these tech-.
nologies in various contexts iuch 3":
database progrannmilng languages, specification formalisms, comrcurrcnf psogramming languages and object cpriented
languages. At the moment, two experiments are tinder way:

Data Sharing Anaiysis for Database
Programlning Languages
The evolution o f DataBase Prograrming
Languages (DBPL),which provide a unifying framework for data definition anid
mal~ipulation,opens up opporiuraities for
the transfer o f technologies between the
database and programming language
areas. Persistent program~nhgl,mguages
(PPLs) are the subclass o f DBPLs i n
which the data model is completely integrated in a programming language. In
particular, i f a PP"Lis based on formal semantics, formal methods for designing,
tra~lsformingand optimizing database
programs can be exploited. An investigation o f whether, which and how such
fonnal methods can be successfully put
to work in the database context should
be very challenging.

cuted. lil :his vlay, 3 sched;ier lhas I F pie~ne:-itsa conservative two-phase locking protocol for a pcraisteni programming Bavrgunge is obtained without the
transaction prograsnnler needing any specific imnfonnation.
Eotos Specification Transformatitsns
0b;r s e c o ~ ~experience
d
concerns the
L0Ta)S tormalisrn, an
standard specification Inrsguage lor open distributed
systems. A software development
methodology based on EOTOS has keen
developed as a result o f the ESPKITLO'P'OSPERE 1Pro.ject. This ~ncthodology
supportssystem designers and implementors along the trajech~ryfrorn ars i n tial, abstract specificatioma up to concrete
design and irnple~nentatiom~
and is strong-ly based oil she notion o f correctness preserving transformmiio~as.
Gate splitting is
a simple and useful trkinsformkrtioil
vihich, given a specification P,rittvrns a
specification Q , insisting on a different
set o f gates but preserving the behaviour
o f P. Technically speaking, P and Q are
stra~r-rgobservaiionally equivalent up to
injective rcnannings o f their events.
W e provided an efficient scplmrion to the
gatc splitting problem which makes use
o f abstract interpretation. The original
contribution o f ellis work sterns from the
Fact that the abstract domain is automatically generated from the particular specification. This is quite uncomlnoll in traditional uses o f abstract interpretation
where the definition o f abstract domain
depends on the opti~nizationat which the
analysis is aimed. Abstractions for userfunctions as well as for the gate splitting
criterion are then computed using this
domain. The transformation which is performed as a function from LOTOS expressions to LOTOS expressioi~suses the
infomation gathered by the abstract interpretation as an extra-parameter in
order to reduce the code o f the output
specification.

Within this framework, our first experiment consists in defining an abstract intespreter for a persistent programming
language, narnely a subset o f Galileo.
The aim is to detect safe parallelism for
vansaction operations scheduling. Transaction operations can be safely interleaved when there is no ovcrlappilag
among their readsets and wsitesets. Given
the text o f the transaction and the conceptual schema o f the data stored in the
database, the abstract interpreter anto- Please contact:
matically derives an approxiination o f Fosca Giannotti - CMUCE-CNR
the readset and writeset o f the analysed TeB: s39 50 593339
transaction. It is worthwhile noting that E-mail: fosca@eneece.cnr.it
or Biego Latelie - CNUCE-CNR
the goal o f the analysis is to count the ac- Tel: +39 50 593230
cesses solely to shareable and modifiable E-mail: latel!e@cnuee.enr.it
persistelit data structures. The informa- or Giannl Mainetaas - CNUCE-CNR
tion obtained is passed to the scheduler Tel: 939 50 593285
E-mail: gmsys@enuce.caar.it
before transaction operations are exe-
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valicii, video-confere~?ci;ng~
teie-education. etc, called stream ~rqfi-ic.
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often consists o f short messages (a few
characters) with unpredictable inter-arrival rates.

Stream traflic is characterised by a constant packet arrival rate. 4t requires short
and fairly constant delay; it can tolerate
occasional bit errors and dropped packets but not out-of-order delivery o f packets. In practice, stream traffic needs a
fixed amount o f bandwidth on as reguLm basis as possible and the satellite network should maintain a low, constant
clclay on the arrival o f informarion.

Rain attenuation and signal depolarisation
occur because indiviciual raindrops
I-u
absorb energy from radio waves and
some energy in the waves is scattered out
o f the propagation path. These interactions depend on the number o f raindrops
encountered and on their size and shape.
Above !O GHz, attenuation caused by
rain has a significant effect on the availby Erina Ferro
ability o f microwave links. Many techand Neds Cslewdrsni
Datagram trafficis sub-divided into huJk niques, known by the generic title of,fkde
- -FODAIIBEAis a 'll'DM.4satellite access and intsrac,tive types. Tn bulk data traf- countermeasures. (site diversity, crossscheme devebped and implemented at fic, the speed at which packets are sent b w d frcquency diversity, etc.) have been
CNUCE-CWR, which allows simulta- and the delay introduced by the net- proposed to alleviate this problem.
)
are not critical conneous transmissions c s f synchronous w o r k ( ~crossing
and asynchronous data whilie effi- straints. Generally, there is not the rigid However, CNUCE is currently only inciently counteracting fade effects delay required by speech and out-of- terested in fade countermeasure techcaused by bad atmospheric conditions, order delivery packets. However, espe- niques operating in TDMA. Many exespecially in the Ka band, Its test-bed cially on a high delay network such as a perimental programs on the Olympus
satellite one, the end-to-end throughput satellite are conducted in Italy inlcluding
is the Oly~npussatellite,
o f such traffic can be heavily impaired the "Thin route T D M A " and "Thin route
T D M A for LANs interconnection" proResearch in the satellite networking fieid by bit errors or packet losses.
jects.
The first, coordinated by CNUCE,
started at CNUCE in 1978 with STELLA,
aims
at tuning up a satellite access
Interactive
traffic
(terminal
access
to
the first European experiment in data
scheme
supporting isochronous and
computers,
database
enquiry,
operator
transmission via satellite, and continued
anisochronous
traffic,capable o f e f f i message
exchange,
etc.)
deinands
error
with other projects, like the New Satelciently
counteracting
the fade o f the sigfree,
reliable
delivery
and
short
delays
to
lite Bridge and SATINE 1/11. In 1988,
nal
under
bad
atmospheric
conditions.
guarantee
acceptable
response
times.
It
CNUCE began studying and experirnentally implementing private satellite networks, with economy anc"rexlbiiiiy iis
the main goals. Such networks, connmonly called business type user oriented
networks, allow the satellite to be accessed directly by means o f an antenna
installed oil the roof o f the user premises.

on in Sate

1 Systems

The Time Division Multiple Access technique was chosen as offering the maximum flexibility, mainly achievable via
software. Thc channel speed was limited to 8 Mbit/s to constrain the antenna
dimension ( 2 - 3 m . diameter) and the
earth station costs (antenna, power amplifier, tracking system). It was decided
to operate at variable coding and bit rates
o f the data for the sake o f cheapness and
flexibility. In this way satisfactory data
quality can normally be maineained, depending on the transrnittiilg station capacity and/or signal fade caused by bad
atmospheric conditions. Such satellite
networks are used for standard EDP applications ( f i l e transfer, mail, remote
login, etc.),also called dutugrunz ti-ufli'c,
in addition to other applications, such as

LAN I MAN / W A N

,

The network
scenario

Once the sarel:iie access network hkl.6
been tuned up, the secor-nd must create a
suitable environment. Different terrestrial LANs supporting differentend-iuscr
applications should be interconnected via
satellite.
The Fifo Ordered Demand Assignment/lnformation Bit Energy Adaptive
system i s comprehensive o f the
FODA/IBEA-TDMA satellite access
scheme and o f the hardware prototypes
(TDMAcontroller and burst rate modem)
produced by Marconi R.C. (UK)mainly
under CNUCE specifications.

a Message
System

The resalt of the EP08T project is a
message handling system which is caThe basic principle used by FODAJTBEA pable of delivering printed letters to
to cope with differentlevels o f signal at- physical recipients,
tenuation is the variation o f the energy
contained in an information bit. This is The EPOST system is ilnplemented in a
done by varying the &ansmissionpower, Intel 486-based PC running SCO UNIX,
when possible, the data coding rate (in and is based upon an original version dethe range I , 1/2,3/4,7/8)and the data bit veloped by OSlware Inc, Vancouver,
rate (in the range 1,2,4, X Mbit/s).Punc- Canada, for Canada Post Corporation
tured codes are used, based on a K=7 using clustered VAXIVMS systems.
convolutional encoder and a Viterbi decoder which, given a sequence o f en- The VAX/VMS to Intel-486/SCO UNIX
coded bits, attempts a maximum likeli- transition is performed by SINTEF
hood sequence estimation to predict the DELAB for the General Directorate o f
original information bit sequence. Other Post in Norway. In this process, a large
rate codes can be derived from the 112 number o f VAXNMS specific system serrate code by deleting (or "puncturing") vices are substituted with S C O U N I X
bits periodically in the encoded sequence counterparts. When such counterparts
....
aiid inserting erasures at the decoder io ,lave
not been available, new services
produce a 112 rate sequence. High data have been developed.
rates are used under unfaded conditions,
when the signal-to-noise ratio is suffi- The basic idea behind the EPOST system
ciently high. The data rate is also pro- is as follows. A user with an einail User
gressively reduced when deep fading oc- Agent composes a letter and adresses a
curs to make the decoder work with a recipient in the physical domain. This adsuitable value o f the &/No (bit energy dress i s either mapped onlo 1988 style
over noise density) ratio and to allow ac- X.400 physical address attributes directquisition by the modern in a reasonable l y , or mapped onto special domain defined address attributes which have been
time interval.
defined for use by 1984-style User
A new protocol has been developed (GA- Agents.
FO protocol) Tor communications between the FODAIIBEA system and the An integral part o f the complete letter adoutside environment. The system began ddress coinprizes the routing part, pointtesti~lgon the Olyrnpus satellite in the KU ing to the EPOST MTA. Hence, the MTA
( 1 2/14 GHz) band on February 1993; it servicing the user, will be able to transwill also be tested in the Ka (20/30 GHz) mit the (electronical)letter to the EPOST
MTA.
band.

The use: may i x v o i p:e~egi":-ered
~
;ogi!a
which will appear on the first page o f the
letter. Hc may ""lo address global disiribution ilsts. Isa l~isiet"~erbe may also
iuclsvde PCL-encoded docc~menes(PC:L:
(Aewlett Packard) Print Command Language) provided the PCL-sequences in
these docrrrnents do got exceed predefined values.

a
Please contact:
Bjaan Myrstad S l N l E F DELWB
TeB: 1.43 3 592974
E-mail: B j o r n . M y r s t a d @ d e & ~ b . s ~ ~ ~ t e f ~ ~ ~ ~
or: Ole Svendsby - General Directorate
of Post
TeB: 1.49 22408929
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Aspects sf
Distributed
Computing
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Please contact: Erina Ferro CNUCE-CNR
Tel. 939 58 593312
E-mail: erina@icnucevm.pi.cnr.it
or: Nedo Celandroni - CNUCE-CNR
Tel. 939 58 593207
E-mail: nedo@icnueewm.pi.enr.it

The EPOST MTA will decode the address
components o f the letter, and render the
letter for printing on a high quality laser
printer.

by Henk Nieland
CWli is the main partner in a nationally funded foms-year research effort
into the algorithmic foundations of information processing in computer networks and multi-processor systems.
Knowledge transfer is an important
issue in this project.

Research into dis~ributedalgorithins has
been sornewhat lagging behind in volume in The Netherlands, compared to the
international level. Therefore the Dutch
National Facility for lnformatics stiniulation programme provided in 1991, as
one o f its last allocations, substantial
funding in this field. The aim is to create a national platform out o f the previously rather isolated research efforts,by
educating and training young researchers,
by generating sufficient expertise and
knowledge to successfully apply for further funding on the national and Euro-
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pem Bevel, and by bransi'ec of bhe gained
knowledge to third
Kcsearch topics include:
global distributed computatio~~
on
networks;
distributed control of such computations;
*

interprocess communication;

*

compuhatloll of boolean function\
with drserlbuaed Inputs on anonymous metwork\;
algorithms for distrilsuted control;
wait-free concurrent objects;
co~nputationmodels for future Fast
networks and real-time systems.

This is ;he question addressed by the 1D1S
(Integrated Distributed Infon~lationSystems) program which has been initiated
in Norway this spring. The norwegian
I ~ Smill citizens (less than
society ~ ~ P U I 4.2
1118 of Germany) covering an area of
324 km' (about the same size as Germany)! This background gives the best
opportunities to profit on IT supported
C ~ E O ~ S E ~ ~and
~ O Pworic.
:

Technology vs, organizational aspects
Bur technology is never better than the
manner in which it is used. The top level
goal of lDlS is therefore to increase the
level of efficiency in norwegian business.
This is to be reached by making enterprises able to optimize thcir organizational structure with respect to the tasks
to be performed, and next, to make an
enterprise able to cooperate with other
enterprises whenever fruitful.

Acdvides concerning knowledge transfer include regular seminars and colloquia on (algorithmic aspects of) parallel
and distributed computation. as well as
several national and international workshops. An important aim of the gro,ject
is the development of education'‘i 1 mate- Keywords to achieve this are:
use existing technology more effecrial in the field of distributed algorithms.
1 tively
Please contact: Paul Vitanyi - CW8
introduce new technology faster and
Tel: +3l 20 592 4124
goal-oriented
E-mail: paulv@cwi.nl

~dentifyoptimal combinat~on\of work
processes, organilwational structure and
the applicat~onof different technologres.

Distributed
nformation
Systems
in Norway

terns could be and how various categories
of products are supporting the concepts.
Aspects of this are:
to establish a general functional specification for case tools for trade and industry
to evaluate consequences of different
ways of organizing the case management process
how to achieve an optimal flow of infornabion inside an organization.

Cooperative systems in decentralized
organizations
The system development process is being
decentralized, thus at one time getting
closer to the user - but also further away
froin the experts. To obtain the real benefits of this, companies must engage in
new methods, techniques and tools.
Also, a new infrastructure has to be in
place, comprising of co-operating systems and databases in client/server architectures, knowledge about consequences of different organizational structures, as well as user oriented, model
based systems development. Finally, a
new model must be developed for organizing the tasks related to information
systems deveIopxent, ,.riaiEtenance 2l.d
support in such organization.

These aspects are explored along three
different dimensions: cooperation, case
management and cooperative ry5tems
development.

Education is an important aspect of the
IDlS program. The program will support
25 Phd-degrees

Cooperation support

Common effort

cooporalive technologies are
such as electronic mail, interactive video and EDI.

IDIS is a collaborate effort between The

-
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by Bo Kghler
.- -

-

-

Distributed enterprises consist of organizational units which are geegraphically or logically separatede hi^
causes opportunities as well as disadvantages. H~~ do we exploit existing
and new information technology together with knowledge about organizational aspects to make the most of
the opportunities and seduce the disadvantages?

Norwegian Research Council and an industrial consortium covering different
business areas such as oil, engineering,
finance and transport. It is planned to
'Over
120 lnanyears Over a four year peout by the
riod The work is
consorLi'lm, suphers of the

does the new techwhat
nology offer and how does this affect the
organization (c.g to coordinate information, experiences and decisions), and conversely; how does new organizational s ~ - poned by
instirutes
'INthe
lutions affect the requirements of tech- TEF) and universities
Norwegian
Institute
of
Technology).
"ology?

Case management support
Case management systems, or other types
of work flow systems are getting illcreased attention in the press. IDIS will
focus on what the potential for such sys-

Please contact:
Bo Kahler - SlNTEF BELAB
Tel: +47 7 5931 75
E-mail: bo.kahler@delab.sinteffno

"satis~actory"means that a blind person
can have access to the same infor~natiorn
ConLent and can use the interface at a sim31ar speed to a sighted person. with affordable extra hardware and an acceptable level of extrd training. I[ satislactory solutions for blind persons to use GUIs
are not found in the near future, they will
find their employment possibilities
severely restricted.

Access to
1 nd
by Constantine Stephanidis

One of the activitlec of the CUIB project,
addresses a short and medium term solution to the problem of access~bilityof
GUls by blind users through the adaptatlon of existing GUI environments. Thl5
involves the design and development of
a powerful tool to facil~tatedeccription
of blind user interaction in a graphical
environment and to enable combinations
of acoustic and tactile media for presentation and access to graphical objects.
T h ~ tool
s is mainly based on:
A filtering inechaiiiam for extraction of
essential internal data from the graphical environment before their converrion to bitmap data.
~h~ definitioll of a formal language for
halldling filtered data alld supporting
specification of appropriate interaclion
methods for the blind user, tlxough the

G u l B (textual and Graphical userlneerfBces for Blind people) is one of the
~ r o ~ e coft sthe TIDE Pilot Action Programme (Technology Initiative for
Disabled and Elderly people, CEC-DG
XIII). This project aims es provide fthe
technological means which would ensure continued access by blind users
t o the same computer systems and
c~mputer-baseda p ~ l i @ a t i ~used
n s bgi
sighted users.

Existing "Is
are inaccessible by
they have been
users due the
designed to exploit the vrsual capabilities of sighted users and do not support
non-visual interaction methods. Coinmercially applied solutrons for the partial accessibility of GUIs (textual components) by b l ~ n dusers are not considered s a t ~ s f a c t o r y .Tn this context,

combii~atic~n
of speech, sound and
braille output.
A front-end inodule that hides the cornp j e x i ~ y of the fOrmkll lallguage fa-om
the end user (the adaptations designcus,,) and enables easy ;knd
(,,jzadon
of the screen reader on the
basis of blilld user needs and preferences.

.

Two graphical environment\, MS Windows and x windows, have beell
lected for demonstrating the leasibllrcy
of the adopted Lidaptationmethodology.
*nother
line ofthe CUIB prqect
has a lollger term objective, and is concerned
development of Innovatlve user~ ~ l~ ~ ~
~~ f ~ f; ~ ~ h t~ ~ ~
gy aiming lo guardlltee acces5 by blind
ucers t~ future
bared interactive appllcatlons. ln this
investigation is currently under way, aiming
to provide the appropriate eplsternic ba\is
which would facilitate the efficient development of User Interfaces concurrently accessible by sighted and blind
users. One o l the lnalor technical object've"f
this work is to specify the
propriate tech~lologlcaltool s which
would allow a higher level (i.c. without
requiring programming effort) dcvelopment of shared dialogues, \upporting the
role of dlalogue designer, both for vlsual and non-visual ~nteraction.

,,,,,,,,;-p!
Supervisor

l

.................................... "" ....... ...""..""..,".............................""..",".,"".........................................................................................*
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Graphical
User
Interface

i MS Windows
/ and XWindows
i environments

Filtering
mechanism

i

Multimedia
I/Ocomponents

Events,text.da\a, ek
are extracted

j

i

i

Furthermore, the GUTR project lr developing user navlgatlon facilities througl~
2-D sound generation, mechan~smsfor
image description /exploration for blind
users and a prototype display based on
the integration of tactile and acoustic
media and the provision of means for executing "point" and "select" tasks.

synthesizer,
-Speech
"Sound screen" (20
"Screen Reader" -Soundibr411edis~Ia~l

.

j

i

Interprets filtered dala,
handles 110devices

standa~d'lo
devices
(Keyboard, mouse,
sween)

i
i

The GUIB consortiu~npartners are CNRR O E (Italy,, FHP (Germany 1, IFI (Germany), m,-,, (Greece), RN lB (UK).
TUB and FUB (Germally), V U B (Belgium), VTT (Finland).
EB

Please contact:
i
%..............................I.(.....V................................................................................................................................................................................
,
Constantine Stephanidis FORTH-ICS
Tel: 930 81 226487
E-mail: cs@csi.forth.gr
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type Cxlag-YTa/AP (Jiiiich) or IVEC-SX3
(Cologne) is not suitable lor processing
these problems.
(9f

Scienki\t.; qee a broas speclrami 0; future-osienked appKcatisns For pasallel
computers both in the ne4e8fkh sector
and in the Weld, This mas the cawc%ohion s f computer expert5 after they
had had the spportawily to msrk with
two new parallel computers at CMlB
for a period ofhalf a year, One of these
new parallel computers is the "Copsnection Machine CM-2'" the other is
an Alliant FX2816,
"Connection Machine MC-2" consists o f
a network o f 16,384 individual processors which are interlinked in the form o f
a nine-dimensional hypercube. As a highperforrmance exannplc of SIN113 supercomputers (STMD stands for Single 111slruction Mtrliiple Data), the CM-2 is particularly well suited for high-dimensional
problems o f rnassively parallel applicaliolls and belongs to the Cray-YMP 8/832
performance class.
Within only a few months o f the CM-2
being installed, scientists at the supercomputer centre were abie to record heir
first successes with large-scale simulation, Dr. Gregory Kohring o f the Jiilich
supercomputer centre and the University o f Cologne employing new methods
for sirn~llatingthe behaviour o f fluids,
so-called cellular automata, and cieveloping algorithms which allow larger systcms to be handled at higher speeds than
formerly possible with smperco~nputcrs.

cornprgrcrs and recently e ~ j o y e dexceptional success in sin~u.latingneuronai netw C3fk.s.
This algorihhm :aPlc~ws evcn greater
speeds to be attained on the Connection
Machine than on a Cray-YMP processor.
What is more, through efficient memory utilisarion, four times as many particles could he handled at any one time.
(Both cases in this comparison involve
world record speeds for these applications: 270 million operations per second
on the C M - 2 with 16k processors.)
The scientific results were a direct consequence o f these new capabilities. While
earlier simnulations with ten million particles suggested a11 arromalcpils flow bekaviour, the simulation on the CM-2 was
able to handle around 200 million partcles. It has now been demonstrated that
tlre anc~nnalousellects were a consequence of the small number of particles.
This paves the way for further simulations whish will be able to provide more
reliable predictions on the flow behaviour
of oil in subterrai~eanrock.
The other parallel cornpurer in the GMD
supercomputer centre, the AlliantFX28 16 with sixteen Bntel/XQOprocessors, has also proven successful in the
rapid handling o f scientific projects requiring time-intensive computations. It
has also provided experience in the programming o f parallel computers.

Simulation using cellular awtonaata can
be regarded as a middle way between calculating the paths o f imadivicdual rnoleeules
(as is the case in molecular dynamics)
and resolving classical fluid equations.
Scientists regard this method as very
promising for overcoming as yet unresolved problems in simulating thc cxtraction o f crude oil from porous rock.

Professors Jilnos Kertksz and Dietrich
Stauffer froin the University o f Cologne
have employed the Alliant to resolve
problems o f statistical physics on the
cluster dy~la~nics
o f the Ising model for
fluids and magnets. These problems have
been around for Inally decades and derive from the nucleation theory which
also has practical applications ranging
from metallurgy lo air pollution.

The first task resolved by Dr. Kohring
o f an efficient aiwas the developme~~t
gorichin for i~nplernentingthe cellukii-automala on the CM-2. This was possible
by using a "multi-spincoding" technique
which was developed on conventional

T h e clustei- algorithm proposed b y
Swendsen and Wang in 1987 provides
both the correct definition o f the clusters
and a time-saving method for simulating
these. T h e algorithm cannot be vec'korised,however, so that a supercomputer

I

A single iX60 processor performs each
molecule silnulatinn in aroland 2 m i croseconds, a rate comparable with a
large IBM 3300 processor and four times
faster than a Sparc2 workstation. The 81liant computer allows eight i860 processors to operate silnultaneously i f a relatively minor adaption is made to this program. This reduces the processing time
to 0.2 microseconds per molecule, some
ten times faster that is c~~rrently
possible
on the fastest single-processor eomputers.
The Cologne scientists cooperating in
some areas with Enrique Miranda and
Harald Puhl from the supercomputer centre in Siilich were thus able to demonstrate in many hours o f computing time
that the observed cluster dynamics are
consistent with traditional theories. It
may soon prove possible to explain the
dynamics solely from the geometric characteristics o f the clusters.
Parallel computers such as the C M 2 and
Alliant which possess a higher computing capacity through the simultaneous
use o f multiple processors have become
incre~isin~iy
iiliporiani recently due io
the fact that the maximurn switching
speed o f an individual processor is restricted by physical parameters such as
the velocity o f light or the quantum e f lect. The closer one comes to this limit,
then the greater the cost and technical
outlay involved in further increasing the
computing speed o f a processor. Only by
employing massively pal-allel systems
will it be possible in the next few years
to attain a computing speed o f one thousand million operations per second (Teraflops).

/

However, computers o f this type also require an entirely new type o f programming in which the i~~dividual
parts o f the /
program are distributed to various processors. The development o f parallel systerns will make it possible to develop and
test much more complex systems for scieniific, technical, economic and ecological applications.
I

I

I
I

I

Please contact: Roland Viilpel - GMD
Tel: +49 2241 14 2050
E-mail: voelpel grnci.de
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New
Techno
in CNR Pro
to Boost

The main scope sf the svInformation
Systems and Parallel Computation'"
project is to assist the nation's industry to increase its competitiveness
within the international market
through the acquisition of new and
more sophisticated technologies. The
project specifically regards processor
and parallel architectures, programming languages, databases, and software engineering and decision support
systems technologies.
The Project is grouped into three main
areas and divided into 8 sub-prqjects.

Scientific computation
for large systems

corrsist of methods mc9 tools for softSP2: Dedicated Processc~rs(Prof. PranMime production, with sign~ificc~nt
conco Denoth) designs and develops hardtrihtions in requirement specification,
warelsoftware modules for signal anals
analysis, prototyping, reuse, and re- or
ysis, image processing, computer
verse engineering, as well as within
graphics and AI. The main results are
different application domains such as
the development of pre-competitive
information systenl management, realprototypes of transputer-based modtime systems, office systerns and scatisules for image analysis and synthesis
tic systems.
(including SAR), signal analysis of
neuronal circuits, and a parallel co-pro- SP7: Supportive Systems for Intellectucessor for PROLOG.
al Work (Prof. Cesare Maioli) conducts
research on the i'oma8ization of the deSP3: Parallel Architectures (Prof. Marco
cisional proccss, the representation of
Vanneschi) studies and experiments
methods for problem solving and the
innovative parallel architectures mainuse of tools by the intellectuai workly based on general purpose, massiveer. The main rcsults are the construcly parallel MIMU systerns, with distion of pre-competitive prototypes
tributed memory. The principle results
which use different knowledge repreare the set-up of design methodologics
sentation and nianagement paradigms
and techniques for these systems at difto introduce well-defined professionferent abstraction levels and the imal figures into decisional support sysplementation of pre-competitive protems (i.e. immune>logists,naval engitotypes.
neers, musicians, mathematicians, proSP4: New Generation Languages (Prof.
duction controllers) in diffcrenb
Pranco Turini j studies programming
applications (e.g. building recovery,
languages based on non-imperative
braking systems, linguistics, diagnosparadigms, such as functional, algetics,
gastroenterology).
braic, logic, concurrent, and objectoriented languages. The main results SP8: Supportive Initiative (1ng.Stefano
Trumpy) provides computational supare the creation of environments for
portive for parallel computation and
both product development and propsoftware engineering.
erty proving; in particular, logic and
concurrent programming and specification environments have been devel- ISPC has a 5-year life-time: the first three
years concentrated on baslc Lneorericai
oped.
and applied research; in this second stage
the initial results are now being impleSoaware systems
mented in a number of pre-competitive
This area comprises three sub-projects. products of scientific and industrial inSP5: Advanced Database Systems (Prof. terest. The fifth year will be dedicated
Domenico Sacci) aims at defining in- mainly to industrial transfer activities.

5

-

This area regz~dsthe applica-tien of sapercomputers and parallel computers to
scientific problems of general interest
from computatio~~al
mathematics to supercomputer access networks.

-

A

SP1: This sub-project (coordinator Dr.
Laura Moltedo) studies models, numeric simulations, programs and codes
to solve highly complex problems in
the field of mathematics, physics,
chemistry and specific application
fields. The main results consist of programs and codes running on supercomputers with global or distributed
memory for industrial applications, libraries of scientific software for the
above fields and for scientific visualization, and the creation of centres for
software acquisition and distribution.

Processors, architectures
and languages
hi^ area conducts research on basic
hardware and software components for
information systems. is divided into
three sub-projects:

"

novative database systems that support
sophisticated applications dealing with
complex objects, multimedia and heterogeneous data (possibly stored in distributed environments) as well as providing flexible, user-friendly database
interfaces that increase the usability of
current systems. The main results can
be summarized in an extension of
problems concerning object-oriented
databases, the development of an advanced system nucleus combining
logic programming and databases, and
of a multimedia dalabase system.
SP6: Methods and Tools for System Design (Prof. Carlo Batini) investigates
the development of innovative methodologies, technologies and tools for software engineering. The main results

The pro.ject has certainly contributed to
improving the Italian presence in the international scientific and illdustrial scenarios. Particularly significant has been
the production of prototypes such as
computational codes, programmes, and
hardware/software products. ISPC has
also been very active in collaborations
with other initiatives with similar scientific goals, and especially with a number
of ESPRIT projects; it is hoped that cooperations with European projects, also
including ERCTM partners, will increase
in the future.
Please contact: Bruno Fadini - IAC-CNR
Tel: +39 6 88470212
E-mail: fadini@vm.cised.unina.it
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dentif $cation
by Henk Nieland
--

Linking up with an earlier consultation project w i t h the multinational
chemical cempany AKTQ,CWB r s o ~
participates in a Dutch Technology
Foundation 4-yeas research project on
parameter identification and model
analysis for non-linear dgnamieal sgsterns,
In several industrial and laboratory settings, e.g. in fields Eike chemistry, biochemistry w d pharmacy, there is a need
for good methods and techniques for determining unknown parameters in the
models employed. These models describe time-de~endent,complex Processes, possibly with several feedback
mechanisms, m d are fomulated in the
form of a set of initial value problems or
as differential-algebraic equations.
From the data obtained by measurements
one may try to ctererminc the unknown
model pzirmeters, which leads to a better understanding and control of the process. However, experimental data contain errors and any method for computillg the tin know:^ parameters from these
data should necessarily also indicate the
uncertainty in the parameter values. An

Russian
Cooperation
Network
by Pierre N5pomiasfichy
Many members of ERCIM have had
good scientific rellations with former
Soviet Union for more than twenty
years, Since they cooperate with more
or less the same CIS organizations,
ERCIM has decided to create a cooperation network in Informatics and

import~tntquestion is to decide to
extent one may derive parameter values
from the available experimental data (it
may be not possible at ail). Another question is whether there are dependencies
between the parameters: is there more
than o m model fitting the data? Also the
model's consistency with the data should
be determined.

The research addresses the need in sciences like chemistry, biology, biochemistry, phamacology and medicine for adequate tools to test and adapt colnplex
non-linear dynamic models to experimental data. Its fundamental aspects are
concerned with quality assessment of the
model, new interactive numerical techniques, visual co-processing and visual
Such questions can be successf~illyad- representation.
dressed With the help of s ~ ~ t e - o f - t h e - ~ f i
computing facilities, by supporting the Please contact: $jet Hemriker - CWI
solution method with a Be!: c31 20 592 4108
suitable interactive graphical user inter- E-mail: P~W.Hemker@ewiWnS
face.

Applied Mathematics, which shollBd
be funded b y the International
Association for the promotion of scientific cooperaticsn with the scientists
of the Independent States of the former Soviet Union, assodations recently
created by the EEC Commission.
This Network would involve from 50 to
200 researchers working on precise projects in offices rented in Russia and
equipped with modern work stations.
This idea has been approved in March
1993by the CODEST. The level of funding by the Association will be decided in
the near future.
As a first step, the Network will involve
four ERCIM partners (CWI, GMD, INRIA

and RAL) and 19 K u s m n orgdnlzatlon\,
located In Moccow dnd Novos~b~rsk.
Hn
the near future, other E R C M partner\ m d
organilatmns from other countries of forme1 Sovlet Unlon will join the Network.
Initial list of joint projects :
1. Computational Fluid Dynamics and
Applied Mathematics

2. Probabilistic Methods kind Simulation
for Modelling of Large Networks .
3. Visual Analysis on the Quanru~non
the 3-Body Problem
4. Simulation and Characterisation of
Micro-optic Elements

5 . Pattern Recognition and Adaptive
Systems Design

6 . Object-Oriented Modeliing 013 6
Interfaces
7. Analysis and Transformation Progr:.im
of Optimal MIMD Processing
8. Compilers for High Performance
Computers
9. Developing Transputer Technologies
based on the new T-9000 Transputer
generation
10. Design and Control of a Prototype
Biped Robot.
I I . Models for the formal semantics of
reactive systems.
12. Object-Oriented knowledge bases,
constraints propagation

Preside&;ik

eKii.e, that 'T~o:atcjB;utionsto, and hee;ei'its Gc~m.s i l ~ hc;c~ll;ib~~r;ttiol~
should be
equiaable and balanced9, should be re~
plantained as 21 guiding C O ~ C C Pwhen
ning a possible full-scale IMS program.

in Kysts
to Promote
Mawufacturiwq
Systems
b

by Jogo Bilhim
A small "Task Force", connposcd of
Michael Agi (GMD), Mike Jane (RAL).
Michiel Hazewinkel (CWI), and Pierre
N&pomiastchy(INRIA) has been created
within ERClM to coordinate this operation.
B
PBease contact:
Pierre NBpomiastehy lNRlA
Tel: a-331 39 63 45 45
E-mail: Pierre.F\Bepasmiantk:hy@inrI~~fr

-

CNR opens
an Office
in Bruxe

"Manufacturing is a primary generator of wealth and his critical to establishing a sound basis for economic
growth." This basic statement from
the Terms sfReference for the Feasibility Sxndy in Intelligent Wiianufacturing Systems sets the tone for the
work led by the IMS International
Steering Committee, composed of a n
industry led grcsnp of high level representatives of six Participants, during their 4th meeting in Kyoto, from
April 5 to 6, 41993 at which Profersor
Jos&Tribe~letwas present.

Tn Kyoto, we began detailed discussions
on the li-iieneworkfor a possible full-scale
program. It is expected that ei~chRegion
will make its own decjsion to participate
in a fu'blli-scale program based on recomlneiadarions at the colnplelion of tile HMS
Feasibility Study in early 1394.

It is time lo lake action on comnnon internationally issues iizclirding global envir-onxnentalproblems, effective utilization o~resoarces,irnprovemeni the quality of industrial life, globalization or
nnanukicturilag, and efficient transfer of
manufacturing knowledge to the next
geileratisn.
A ive11 Salarrr-4 r e g # ~ afor
c ~nlcrnab1o17al R&D collaborat~onrn intelhgent, enannPaciunng could contrnbute to the developmenl o l the world economy. Fhe IMS
progr,;?rn c o ~ r l dprovide an effective
anechan~smto revolve common problesns, and expand and open markets
around the world.

Recognizing the above, the iSC has ex-;-a
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With the participation of six Participants y r b b a b u rrb I I I L ~ I I C I V I ~ &JLVIIICIIII dl
(Australia, Canada, EC, five EFTA coun- nized international relations through its
IMS protries, Japan and USA) this unprecedeni- work on a possible f~~ll-scale
JSC has encouraged entities in
gram.
The
ed Feasibility Study Program selected six
projects which scarred in February 19 a 3 . all six Regions to consider the positive
The positive co~ltributionsof nearly 140 experiences gained through, the I M S
companies, ~miversitiesand research in-- Feasibility Study in view of participation
A Liaison Office has recently been stitutes will provide vital input to the de- in the Ii'v'iS program, if ratified.
m
opened in Bruxelles for the promotio~~
of cision ma-king process from which final
Please
contact:
Joao
Bilhlm
INESC
relationships between the Italian scien-- recommendations will be made early in
Tei: 4351 1 572895
tific community, and in particular CNK, 1994.
E-mail: jafb@ilrassc.pt
and the commission^ of the EC. The
Office, directed by Dr Giuseppe Woffi, We are convinced that the fundamental
is intended as a precise point of reference principle on collaboration, stated in the
for all those operating or who intend to IMS Feasibility Study 'Terms of Referoperate within the context of European
research and development progr;tmmes
and, in general, in initia-tives of the
Prof- Jose Tribolet,
president of $N&SC,
European Community.
Portuga!.
E
B
(Photo: BNESC)
Piease contact: Giuseppe Raffi Liaison Office CNR-GEC
Tel: 1-322 2194146
Fax: 1-322 21 77415
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GMD - the First

Member of t he
Computing
Partnership
in Japan
by Eckart BierdQmpei
14%October 1992, the Japanese RealWorld Computing P a r t n e r s h i p
(RWCP) formally accepted GMD as its
Erst foreign member organisation. The
primary goal of t h e Real-World
Ca~mputiagProgram, a follow-on program of the fifth computers generation,
is to research into future-oriented computer technology such as massively
parallel systems, neural networks and
optical computers.

Over recent years, a study has been undertaken in Japan into Real-World
Computing ( R W C ) , an area which the
japanese beiieve wiil lie at tine very heart
of information techno10gy in the 2 1 st
century. The results of this study were
published in March 1992 in a report entitled "The Master Plan for the RealWorld Computing Program". Following
this, a Japanese delegation travelled to
America and Europe (Germany, France,
the U.K. and the European Community)
to talk specifically to interested parties.
The German discussion partner was the

CMD A neetlng was held on 25 March
to ~sa;ifodace
.
RWC and to advise on the

possibirities which existed lor GMD's
participation.

III June 1992;a number of Japanese cornpanies founded the "Real-World
Computi~lgPartnership" with the aim of
furthering the WWC program. Twelve
Japanese organisations were founding
members of the RWCP (Oki Eiectric
Industry Co., Sanyo Electric Co., Sharp
Corporation, Sumitomo Electric
industries Lad., Toshiba Corporation,
NEC Corporation, Hitachi Etd., Fujitsu
Ltd., Research Institute Tokyo Inc.,
Mitsubishi Research Institute Hnc.,
Milsubishi Electric Corporation and the
Japan Iron and Steel Federation).
In close cooperation with the German
Federal Ministry for Research and Technology, negotiations were conducted
with the RWCP which were aimed at
gaining admission to the Partnership. At
the last Extraordinary Meinbers' Meeting of the R W C P on 14 October 1992,
GMD was formally accepted as the first
foreign member organisation, although
some legal problems still need to be clarified. The Japanese company NTT was
also admitted at the same time. I t is
planned to admit the Swedish Institute
of Computer Science ( S I C S ) in March
1993. The European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics
(ERCIM) has also expressed an interest
in membership.
One week after GMD became a member
of the R W C P , GMD organised an R W C
information seminar on behalf of ERCIM
and at the request of the European
Community. The seminar was attended

Prof. Akinori
Yonezawa,
from the
University of
Tokyo, giving
a presentation
of Real-World
Computing at
Schloss
Birlinghoven,

GMD.
(Photo:
Miinch, GMD)

by 50 interested pmies from industry and
science hroughout Europe.

In the meantime, the Japanese Ministry
of International Trade and Industry
(MITI) has officially made the RWCP responsible for conducting research for the
R W C program. Most of the research
funds will be provided by the Japanese
Government. However, administrative
cosis and other cos'is nor direcily iinkeci
to the research work must be covered by
member contributions. These lic between
10 and 35 million Yen. The R W C program will run for I0 years and involve a
total cost of 60 billion Yen.
The Partnership has its own research facilities - the Tsukuba Research Centre in the Tsukuba science centre near
Tokyo. The centre is manned by research
staff from all the member organisations
and the Electronical Lab (ETL), a
Japanese governmental research institute. Nevertheless, a significant proportion of the R W G prograin will be carried
out on a decentralized basis at the research labs of the individual member organizations.
The fields of research will focus on theoretical principles, novel functions for
application, massively parallel systems,
neural systems and optical computer systems.
The master plan of the R W C program envisaged the research work continuing
until 1 April 1993. All of the organisations which are members of the
Partnership submitted at least one or even
several project proposals. These were assessed by the "Review and Promotion
Committee" set up by MITI. The official
results of the evaluation were presented
at the Plenary Meeting of the RWCP in
March 1993. Two GMD projects stand a
very good chance of being implemented. One of these, which deals with theoretical principles, looks at statistical inferences as a basis for genetic algorithms,
while the other project examines the development, implementation and evaluation of a programming model for massively parallel systems.
Please contact: Eckart Bierdumpel - GMD
Tel: +49 2241 14 2293
E-mail: bierduempel@gmd.de
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Fourth
Eurographics
Animation and
Simulation
Workshop

World
Transputer
Congress

Z

Internetlanai %FOP 2
Conference on
P
Zz
Open Distributed
Processing
Va

A

AacRen, Germany,
20-22September 1993

Barcelona, Spain,
4-5 September 1993
Image analysis and synthesis are essential tools for scicntific knowlcdgc, tcchnological production, communication
and artistic productions. Although works
on animation exist since the very birth
of image synthesis, it is to&ay that a real
general interest in the field of animation
is to be expected, along with a diversification and an actual development of concepts and techniques. The goals of this
workshop are to sum up the current concepts and techniques for motion analysis, synthesis and control and evaluate
the major fields of animation applications.

Topics:
Motion synthesis with collisions, deformations, fractures, living behaviour ...)
Motion generation optimization
Langages and grammars for animation
Motion analysis
Motion perception
Visualization process for animation
Animation control
Programming dynamical phenomena
Electronic Prototyping (CAD for dynamic objects, Robotics ...)
Help for Knowledge (dynamic phenomena ...)
Artistic Creation
* Virtual Realities

m
Please contact:
Annie Lueiani - LIFIA-INPG, France
Tel: +33 76 57 46 48
Email : luciani@lifia.imag.fr
or: Danielle Tost - Universitat Politecnica
de Catalunya, Spain
Tel: +34 3 401 66 67
Fax: +34 3 401 66 00
E-mail: dani@lsi.upc.es

Tne 1993 "World trans pure^ Congress
(WTC'93) sponsored by The Tndr~sputer
Conoortium (TTC) will be held \~inultaneoudy with the Geman nat~onaltransputer Conference, the TransputerAnwender- Treffen Conference 1993
(TAT'93).

Topics:
The conference themes include: education and training issues, formal methods
and security, performance and scalability, porting existing systems, parallelisation paradigms, tools, programming
languages, support environments, standards and applications. Specific Applications topics include: embedded realtime control systems, workstations, cor-msumer products, artificial intelligence,
databases, modelling, design, data gathering and the testing of scientific or mathematical theories.
There will be two main technical streams
held at the Eurogress Conference Centre
with the WTC'93 papers being presented
in English, whilst the TAT'93 papers will
be in German or English. Papers will be
published in the Proceedings in the language of presentation though selected papers may be published in both languages.
There will be seven consecutive parallel
sessions in both the WTC'93 and in the
TAT'93 streams interspersed with common plenary sessions. Introductory and
Advanced tutorials and workshops will
take place on 23rd-24th September.

Deadline:
15 July 1993: Registration
Please contact:
The WTC Registration Office RAL
Fax: +44 235 44 5893
E-mail: wtc@uk.ac.rl.inf

Berlin, Germany,
14 -17.September, I993
BCODP'93 will have a special emphasis
on ODP applications. iapplications serve
as evaluation for ODP modeiling tech-

niques and ODP-iFunctions. They provide
important and typical exan~ptesof what
should be amenable to ODP. Discussed
will he applications in the fields of
medicine, teleconn, telepublishi~~g
and
multi-media.
ICODPi"-P3wili provide an opportunity to
exchange experience and illformation
about the recent activities of standardization bodies such as TSO, CCITT, ETSI,
projects within R&D programmes like
RACE, ESPRIT and AIM, and interest
groups like CSCW and TINA.

The organizational profile of the conference reflects its active working character. Leading experts wiii open sessions
where refereed papers document current
research trends. Shorter position statements will be targeted especially to industrial participants, either to present recent developments or to articulate problems for which support is requested.
Facilities for tool demonstrations will
also be offered.
la
Please contact: Jan de Meer - GMD
Bel: 949 30 254 99 200
E-mail: icodp93@fokus.gmd.de

EUREKA
Conderenees

-

If you want to see what the host town for
the 1994 Winter Olympics looks like,
here is your chance. A series of EUREKA
conferences will be arranged at Lille-

/.

cdoferh::irinner nex, year. ajlr,a: of
cnces that wiEl be ofparriculai rnieresl to
the ERCIIW society is on '"iinforrnaiicin
'Technoiogy Col.Environme~~fai
Management ".
'

The issue will be addressed by keynote
speakers, through specialized paper prcsentation and poster sessions. This special conferenuse is scl~cduiedlor 14.- 8 5
June 1994. At the cnd ol" the conference
all the participants will join the GUREKA
ministers rrom a14 the member countries
for a plersary session expected to draw
3000-4000 people. And of course you
will get a chance to tour the Olyrnplc
sites.

Topics:
Small workshops w ~ l lbe conducted on
the following thernrr:
sensors and remote sensing
* data processing and data quality
control
data transmission
data bases for resources and the
environment

/
I

1

I

1

*

data present:ltion

r,,-.

-

li opics inciude, bvi, are not iinrilted to:

Formal transfo~mationsruies,
Developmen: .;~r&gies,

c'

- Decripiion of the program transforiaeabion process,

-

Tools and c~mvircsnlnen:~
to support
tra3*?~Ft>n?13tii>11~

jI?iiOgT?WI'b

Deadline:
15 S c p t c ~ n b e1993
~
Suubrn~~~rora
ot LCYrrrbut~on\(full papers of 8 to 12 page\)
Please contact deanine Ssuqulsres CRIN-GNRS & INWIA-Lorraine
Tsl. + 33.83 59 28 12
Fax: +33 83 41 30 79
E-mail: souquser@Bo~ia.fr

Analysis
and Optimization
sf Systems
Sophia-Antipolis, France,
45-17 June 1994

The l ith International conference on
analysis and opti~nizationof systems, or-4complete invitation booklet will he dis- ganized by M1.4; wi!! be the s e c o ~ ~sped
tributed in the fall this year (September- cialized conference of the series. This
October).
time the specific field covered will be
1
discrete event systems (DES).
Please contact:

Topics:

/ Development and
1 Transformation
of Programs

The Petri Net approach
The ~nax-plusalgebra approach
Simulation, pertubation analysis, gradient estimation
Large DES
Manufacttiring systems
Telecommunication systems
Para1[el computing

Nancy, France,
3-4November 4993
This worl<shopis intended to address the
scientific, technical and pragmatic issues
involved in the developmer-itof specifications and programs using transfomations.

Deadlines:
15 October '93: Full papers
3 1 Decelnber '93: Acceptance
20 February 1994: Camera ready papers
Please cen8aet:Fran~oisTsplsoIer
Tel: +53 1 39 63 56 00
Fax: +33 1 39 63 56 38
E-mail: symposia@inria.8r

'I'ke Interdisciplinary Centre for Cornputer based Complex systems research
Annskerdam (BIC3A) is a joint initiative
of the University asf Amsterdam (Faculty of Computer Science and Mathematics) a n d CWP, T h e Centre was
opened officially on May 17 during the
HPCN"93 Europe Conference in Amsterdam,
At this conference some 200 experts from
Europe and beyond discussed several aspects of High Performance Computing
and Networkiilg. From the political side
reactions were given on the well-known
Rubbia Report by represenlatives of the
EC (H. Forster) and the Dutch Ministries
of Education and Science (P.A.9. Tindemans) and Economic Affairs (J.J. van
Scheijen).
IC3A aims at accelerating HPCN research
by being a focal point in a network of in*,.,.A:,,
LG,ul.pc~pl,~arj;
'-3:
cooperai'ion, with participation of the public and private sectors
at the national as well as the inte~national
level. The research programme focuses
on :

computational methods and techniques to realjse and support the
study of complex systems in science
and tecbi~ology

The autorna%atheory approach
Hybrid systems

I Workshop sn the

b*

Reuse and adaptation of programs,

decision support systems

Truls Gjestland - SIMTEF-DELAB
Tel: +47 7 59 26 45
Fax: 949 7 59 43 02
E-mail: eadreka@delab.sintef,no

Q ~ A AArr~sierdam
:
Initiative In
Complex Systems
Research
I". f 3 3

5-dpa19,

r-

- INRjA

generic methods and techniques to
create new computer functionality's
and system integration.
Present computer facilities, operated by
the Academic Computer Centre Ams), include a 64-node Meiko
and a 512 node T805 based Parsytec
GCel-315 12. In July 1993, a 6 4 node
$9000 based Parsytec GC-2/64 system
will be installed (extension to 128 nodes
before the end of 1993). Installation of
an IBM scalable power system (SPl) is
under negotiation
Please eontact:
Peter Sleet - University sf Amsterdam
lei: +31 28 525 7463
E-mail: peterslo@fwi.uva.nl
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Gareei,
the new
President
of the Italian
National
Research
Council

CNR - Prof- Enrico Caraci is the new
Resident of thc Italian National Research
Council. After graduating in Medicine
at Rome University in 1966, Prof. Garaci
immediately embarked on an academic
career, becoming Rector of the
University of Rome (Tor Vergata ) in
1982. Since 1972, he has been a member of the CNR Committee for Medical
Sciences w d Biology and was appointed as its President in Y 98 1 , thus becoming a men-aber of the C N R Advisory
Boiard. He is a inember of the National
Council for Sciernce and Technology of
the Ministry for the Universities and
Research (MURST), President of the
Rome Research Consofliunn, and of the
first Scientific and Technological Pole
in Rome. The main research activity of
Prof. Garaci, documented by more than
150 publications, is in the study of i n munity defence mechanisms. Prof.
Garaci takes over from Prof. Luigi Kossi
Bernardi, who maintains an important
role in C N R as President of the CIVR
Research Area in Milan.

s
Prof. Wolfgang
K- Glioi,
head of the
Research
Institute for
Computer
Architecture
end Software
Technology,
GMB. (Photo:
Monch, GMD)

development o2inforna~a::iontechnology
in the Federal Republic from its early beginnings. In 1983,motivated by Japanese
efforts 6 0 develop a fi8 h generation cornpuier and with the active support of the
Federal Ministry for Research, he foe~ndeb the Research Centre for Innovative
Computer Syseenrms and ikechmology in
Berlin which is operatcd jointly by ChfI>
and the Technical University of Berlin.
lit is thanks to Prof. Giloi that GMD was
rhe Iirst foreign orga~~isation
to be granted mennbership of the Japanese RealWorld Computing Partnership (RWCF").

m
HNRIA - A compiler called MAVROS,
developed by the RODEO project of
Christian Huitema (INRIA-SophiaAntipolis) has been licensed to
by
BNRIA. MAVROS is a tool for easy coding and decoding according to the set of
ft~nctionalitiesof the language ASN. 1.
MAVROS Facilitates the management of
electronic mail and its porkability is immediate, regardless to the operating system. IBM has confirmed its interest to
MAVROS which should have a world
wide diffusion.
B
Wolfgang
Strob!, from the
GMD Institute
for AppllcatlanOriented
Software end
Systems
Tsehnsiogy.
(Photo: Munch,
GMD)

CMD - Wolfgang Strob1 is a scientist
at G M D Institute for ApplicationOriented Software and Systems Technology. In November 1992, his Klotz
program was awarded first prize i n the
games category of the international Microsoft Windows NT Shareware Contest
which was held during the American
computer fair COMDEX in Las Vegas.
Windows NT (New Technology) is a new
portable desktop and server operating
system for CPUs from Intel, MIPS and
DEC and is expected to be released for
the middle of this year.

GMD - Prof. Wolfgang K. Giloi, the
head 01 the Research Institute for
Computer Architecture and Software
Technology (FIRST) at CMD and university lecturer on iilfonnation technology at the Technical University of Berlin,
BI
has been honoured with the Officer's
INRIA
Three
new
PNRIA-NSP
Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal
Republic of Germany (Bu~zclcsverdienst- (National Science Foundation, U.S.A.)
kr-euz). Prof. Giloi has helped shape the projects have been launched:
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The Ti-neory of Dyndrntc Cbirnce and 0
Kobuae Controller De\mgi~e,wath colA
labonaiaonl between P Bernlrard (INR1A)
and T Baear (Unav ot Sllanois at Urbana
Charnpalgn j
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s ~ l r i ~ l dd~nl~~ci 0
n1~1~
C P1
~e ) i C u l a \ l ~ d ~ l ~ ~ d
Meclnaaical Sy sterns, with collabona
tlon between F Delebecqne (INRIA) a ~ d
S.Cnmpbell (North C a r o l ~ n aStnte
Unlvers~ty)
I

INRIA -%he overseas Bechtel Pnc wlll
dlsfnbute 0 2 , the Object-Onented Ddta
Base Management System of the company " 0 2 Technology" (stait-up of
IWRIA), an Japan The Japanese verslon
of- 0 2 wrll be launched In Tokyo nn
March 1993
H
Prof. L8sz86

LovBsn,
received the
Brouwer Medal
(Photo: Peter
van Emde,
Boas)

CWI - The Hungarian ~nathematician
Lasz86 Lov6sz has received the Brouwer Medal from the Dutch Mathelnatical
Society. The medal, named after the famous Dutch mathematician L.E.J.
Brouwer (1 88 1-1 968), is awarded once
in three years to a mathematician of outstanding international reputation. Prof.
Lovisz is affiliated with Eotvos Loriind
University in Budapest and Princeton
University in the USA. He is well known
for his work on the applicatioi~of geometric methods to combinatorial and algorithmic probleins such as polyhedral
methods and the basis reduction method.
He received the medal on April 15, after
giving a lecture on "Combinatorics, computation, and topology" at the annual
Dutch Mathematical Congress in Amsterdam.

The European Recearch Consortium for Tnforrrnatlcs and Mathematics
(ERCIM) is an organisation dedicated to the advancement of European
research and development, In the areas of information technology and
applied mathematics. Through the definition of common scientific goals and
strategies, its national member institutions aim to foster collaborative work
within the European research community and to increase co-operation with
European industry. To further these objectives, ERCHM organises joint
technical Workshops and Advanced Courses, sponsors a Fellowship
Programme for talented young researchers, undertakes joint strategic
projects, and publishes a newsletter.
ERClM News is the in-house magazine s f ERCIIM. Published quarterly, the
newsletter reports on joint actions of the EMClM partners, and aims to reflect
the contribution made by ERCIM to the European Community in Information
Technology. Through short articles and news items, it provides a forum for
the exchange of Imformation between the institutes and also with the wider
scientific community.
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